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Introduction

4.

A Democratic Education

0

A, nation .which draws its authority from the will of the people must
make certain ids people . can identify and, articulate their will. If
'democracy. is to work, voters must comprehend sophipicated issues, make
informed decisiOns, and accept the complex responisrbility of social and
political participation. These are leaned. behaviors. Only an educated
electorate makes wise decisions. Democracy 'Thrives on education.

American educators have expended mil* skill and imagination
experimenting with effective education for citizenship. One of the most
promising avenues is law-related education (LRE), a special combination of
subject matter and instructional methodology.. Information about the law
and legal institutions essential for citizens. In addition, LRE' uses the
legal system. as a' model to demystify other. democratic institutions. Its
instructional methodology stimulates involvement by modeling participatory
behavior. Formal evaluations conclude that LRE programs, when properly
implemented, statistically reduce. delinquency. Thousands of teachers who
have used LRE ' report )increases in student motiyaticin, learning and
enthusiasm.

The advantages of LRE are obvious, but we do not educate in a
perfect world. Implementing an LRE program .often mean§ a commitment
to the time and expense of teacher inservice. Extra courses must be
squeezed into an already over - crowded curriculum. These are difficult
requirements at a time when budget cutbacks and rigid graduation
requirements force the lintitationsif enrichment programs .and the laudable
demand for basic proficiencies causes continual reassessment of priorities.

, Yet, civic' participation is a 'basic proficiency. The, three R's are neet
sufficient preparation for a democratic people. We 'must find a piaci, in
our curriculum to .teach partipipation skills. The Law In Social Stu ies
program meets this challenge.

The Program

The Law-In-Social *Studies (LISS) booklets are infusiork materials. FOr
example, most World History classes' include a ,unit on ancient Greece. An
IASS lesson uses study of this civilization to examine .the development and
purpose of legal proceises..,In another lesson students learn about the
American Civil War and explore the balance between individual freedom
and the general welfare. 'Each LISS unit links information about the law
with standard instructional objectives lof traditional social studies courses.

. The approach has several advantages. Districts, schools anerndividuals
can utilize LRE without developing an entirely separate . course.
Law' In Social Studies relies on material with which teachers are familiar.
Educators tan easily tailor this program to the needs of Individual classes. f
Most important, when taught LRE' skills and attitudes in a traditional
context rather than as an elective extra, students fan more casily
integrate what they learn with the rest of their schooling.

6
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FRAMEWORK OF LISS LIXAL =raw

Law in Social Studies materials address a broad range of Yaw - related laravledge. As this ',

chart illustrates, each velure highlights two knowledge areas (sources, ts, functions,ice

Fewness, roles or principles) in the ccatext of p.S., wand or interns legal structures.

FUKTICSIS OF IAN 4

Determining facts
Making decisions
Managing conflicts
Protecting public welfare
Protecting individual tights

Volume II
TrtProtect the General Welfare'

The Purpose of

\k"c
U.S. History

Courses

LEGAL PROCESSES

Legislatics.
Enforcetnent

Inquiry
Negotiation
Mediation
Arbitritice
hijudidation
Correction

60%

SOURCES OF LAW

Fundamental (familial, cultural,
religious, econcmic)

Formal (decree, contract, ,

charter, ccmatitution)
Interpretive

. Volume
, Of Codes and Crowns:

The Dsveloprent of Law

For *cid History

legal Systems of
Other Nations and

United States =tures
Legal System:

CI:WINES
International

Civil Law
Juvenile

Volume IV
American Album: Volute V
iksleb and Processes

The Crime Cktestiont

For U.S. History
Courses

CCMCNENTS OP LEGAL SYSTEMS

Articulated rules
Legal Processes
Authority

Voltam III
A World of Differences

Carroarative Legal Systems

For tibrld Geography/
International Studies Courses.

Rights and Responsibilities
Citizens

For American
Goverment/

Civics
. Courses

LEON LAM

lawmaker
Enforcement Personnel
Lawyer/Pdvocate

`Prosecutor/Plaintiff
Accused/Defendant
Arbiter/Mtge
Juror
Correctional Personnel

t I

/MAL PRINCIPLES

Authority
Culpability
Fairness
Equality.

Jurisdiction
Justice

Liberty
Order
Ownership
Responsibility
Truth

gi
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Content

The field of law-related education has a vast and diverse content,.
skills and attitudes base. The content of LRE can be divided into six
major areas:

o The component parts of legal sysItems;
o The sources of law and authority
o The functions or purposes of law;
o Major legal processes;
o Major legal roles;
o The basic principles supporting legal systems.

A

Students should demonstrate an awareness of the interrelationship of
these six elements in the contixt of several topic areas: the U.S.
criminal, civil, and juvenile legal systems;, other major national or cultural
legal systems of the contemporary and historic worlds; and international
law.'

LRE provides students with consistent practice in the skills needed to:

o Think critically. Specifically, students should learn 'to define
problems and questions, gather relevant data, identify and weigh
alternative solutions, and implement decisions.

o M'anage conflicts. Specifically, studetots should lehrn to idrtntify
causes of conflicts, identify and implement compromise posifioess,
deal with controversy, and negotiate solutions.. .,,,

.,

o Participate. Specifically, students should learn to work effectively
in groups, form coalitions, persuade, bargain, and persevere.

LRE should help develop the following attitudes:
/

o A commitment to the peaceful resolution of conflict; .

o A respect for the rights of others; .
o Self-respect; .

4

o Appreciation of individuality, community and diversity;
o A mature and balanced attitude toward authority.

Form

After identifying a basic LRE content for infusion, designers worked
with social studies teachers'to examine the curriculum of four traditional
social studies courses, grades 7 through 12, and identify points' at which
infusion was appropriate. Lessons were'' developed combining LRE
information with the social studies content normallj taught at each of
these points.

As a result of subsequent field tests, LISS materials for each
one-year course were limited to between four 'and six chapters or units.
Most chapters can be taught in three, four or five class periods. Some
are designed for consecutive classes. Others could ,.be integrated with
traditional work over an extended period.

vii.
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Product

The completed Law In Social Studies program is a five-booklet series.
Each supplements a standard Social Studies course: U.S. History, World
History, Geography or Government..Each is printed in both a teacher and
student edition. The Illustrated Student'. Editren contains vocabulary lists,
the text, discussion questions, and- instructions for some activities. In the
Instructor's Manual, _additional instructions, disctssion guides and answers
to questions Interwoven with the complete student text.

The booklets focus on specific. aspects of LRE knowledge. The ,:chart
on page vii. illustrates the relationship between the books and . the

'knowledge identified as the content of LRE. Each volUme Is briefly
described below.

I. Of Codes and Crowns: The Developrtlent of Law
.

This booklet supplements World History classes.' and explores the
.sources of law. Set in the prehistoric. period, the first unit explores
the basic human heed for' rules. Next;. students dig through
Hammurabi's Code to examine the purpose, of written Arules. The
Orestes myth introdtices the tribunal of ancient Greece, an early
procedure for 'applying rules. Students `examine the development and
refinement of lega' processes by staging a mock trial by combat and
sitting /in a medieval English jury. A final unit on Renaissance
Florence demonstrates the need for authority.

II. . To Protect the General Welfare: The Purpose. of _Law

This booklet examines the purpose of law, In the context of
American ,iiistory. An opening unit about the Iroquois nations gives
an overview- of the functions of a culture's legal structure. The
pirates of the Louisiana Bayou Illustrate, an exploration of how law
determines facts' and establishes -truth. Legal controls on indivjdual
freedom., are ,examined in a stUdy of Lampdin ,MIlllgan's subversive
activities during the Civil War. A unit on child .labor shows how law
prOteets the *blies well-being. Finally, 'using Prohibition as an
exampEe, the booklet raises questions about the scope and limits of
law

III. A World of Difference: Comparative Legal Systems,
Y %

issues of International law and three major legal systems operating
in the "s contemporary world are the focus of this bookle,t.
Representative systems - the socialistic' system of the U.S.S.R.; the

,Islamic, theocratic system of Libya; and the Napoleonic system of
Bolivia - are covered in separate chapters. Cases and issues
involving young people are raised to identify the -major roles and
processes In each legal. system, to compare philosophies and
principles evidenced by the systems, and to link legal principles and
structures to the resources and- histories of the societies In which
they flourish. The final unit simulates an International legal
conference attempting *to resolve human rights violations. The
booklet Is designed fpr infusion into World Geography, Area Studies,
and International Issues courses. ,

a
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IV.. Amrican Album: Legal Roles and Processes
.

This booklet focuses on si,x key issues portraying roles and processes ..

of the U.S. legal system. The's:debate over adding a Bill 'of Rights. to
the Constitution Illustrates legislation and legislators. Dorothea Dix's
struggle for reform explcIres An(erican corrections. Died Scott's
pursuit of free status demonitrates civil litigation and the appeals
process. Other units look, at the work of judges in the western
territories; 'August Vollmer, an Important police refOrmer; and'
Clarence Darrow. In addition. to other CARE strategies, the booklet
includes discussions and activities with resource experts, 'on -site or
in the field, to bridge the gap between history and the contemporary
world.

.

V. The Crime question: Rights and Responsibilities of Citizens

InforMation about government' and civics provides a stage for the
examination,of violent crime in America. An introductory chapter
establishes how crime control is constitutionally assigned to each
branch of government. The three remaining chapters illustrate each
branch in action. Students simulate the federal judiciary making
decisions about the rights of the accused, a state assembly
attempting legislative solutions to the crime problem, .and a local
bureaucracy allocating money to fund citizen crime control effortit
Each chapter includes art exercise to link classroom actiVitiesbto the
community.

Classroom Strategies

Law-related education and the LISS materials stimulatecte active
involvement of students by using mettiodologies which stress Opolticipation.
Here is a brief overview of the Major types of activity you will encounter.

Hand lin Controversx

These materials address basic principles like equality, justice,
authority and freedom. There are always arguments over the application
of principles to actual situations. Disagreement is a real, indeed
necessary, phenomenon. Controversy cannot .and should not be avoided.

When a controversy becothes apparent in your classroom, clarify the
nature of the disagreement.

o Identify the issue or issues under dispute.
o Identify areas of agreement and disagreement.
o Identify underlying assumptions.
o Make sure students concretely define terms and avoid slogang.

This process of clfinition may bring the subject to closure. If 'not,
use an appropriate strategy for addressing the controversy such as a
discussion, research, formal debate, an anonymous writing assignment,
private or public mediation, or a forced perspective activity in which
students must argue an issue from the "other" side. Note that some of
these activities can by prepared or completed. outside of class without
serious disruption of your schedule.

n
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Whatever strategy you use, be sure students follow certain ground
rules.

o They must argue ideas, not personalities. .

o They must represent the opposing position(s) fairly 'and'' accurately.
o They should demonstrate, an attempt to understand the opposing

perspective(s).
o They should admit doubts and weaknesses in their own position.'
o Above all, the argument should concentrate on evidence.

Students should look for a chance to air their own views, hear their
opponents' views and examine both. Be sure students understand that
cicisure of a controversy does not mean one side wins.

Directed Discussions

The LISS material is frequently interrupted by discussion questions. '
Some check student comRrehension of words or concepts, Others ask
students to infer, compare, analyze, synthesize, hypothesize or evaluate
information. Discussion of questions in4his latter category is critical,-to a
lesson's progress.. Many times, activities are based on information raited
these discussions.

For your conve nience, answers to all questions have been included in
the Instructor's Manual. The information in many of these sections goes
beyond that which is inchided in the rbading or activity being discussed.
This additional informatibn can guide your class discussion or be used as
the basis for an independent lecture. The Instructor's Manual also
identifies significant points to be raised in discussions.

When a question asks for personal opinion, entourage students tov ow
A

.0 % Clearly state their opinion.
o Support it with facts, logical arguments and/or reference to

parallel situations and circumstances.
. o Clearly 'define the terms they'use.

This' will give students practice in forming opinions which can be
communicated.;: It will also develop criteria by which' students can judge
the opinionsof others.

Small Group Activities

Small group work gives students pradtice in communication,
cooperation, persuasion, ,bargaining and compromise. To maximize student
participation in small gimp activities:

o Give students a specific objective. Then, give clear instructions fOr
meeting that objective.

o Limit your instructions to the task- at hand. If students are
unfamiliar with small group work, divide the activity into several
segments, each with its own objective. Give groups instructions for
completing the first task. When that objective has been
accomplished, proceed to the second task and so forth.



o Check students' comprehension of their instructions and goals
before each segment of the activity.

o Circulate to mphitor each group's progress throughout the activity.
o Hold all students accountable for their grotips' deck ions and

actions. tf 'a student disagrees' with a group decision, point out
constructive ways he oe`she-could and should have altered it.

Brainstorming

.Brainstorming has a specific purpose and specific rules. It is intended
to generate ideas. It works by separating the process of generating ideas
from the processes of discrimination and judgment. Typically,, a group of
brainstormers is given a clearly stated question. Within a limited time,
they are told to think of and write down the A,greatest, possible number of
answers. The key is quantity not quality of ideas. The time 'pressure
short-circuits judgments if they are to compile a long list, brainstormers
have no time to judge ideas.

Brainstorming should be followed by a debriefing discussion or another
small grouractivity in which the evaluation or use of ideas becomes the
prime focus. .The group is asked to discuss the answers on its list and,
using 'specific criteria, evaluate them. When preparing a group. for
brainstorming, be sure they diitinguish between the idea-generating part
of the activity and the evaluation which follows it.

Simulations and Role -Playing

Many LISS, lessons. focus on the processes by which laws are applied
and legal decisions are made. Often, the most effecthie method of
teaching about these processes is to simulate them, thus forcing students
to take a perspective on the process they are experiencing.

Although the LISS simulations vary, a few general rules 'should be
observed:

o Be sure. students clearly understand their instructions and roles
before beginning the activity. -

o If you have no assigned role, monitor student participation. (In
some cases, the- teacher is assigned a pivotal role which.can, of

.course, be filled by a properly prepared student.)
o Debriefing is the most important element of simulations. The

debriefing questions identified in the materials are meant to
explore the lesson's contentoand further the leisonis goals. Give
your students 'an opportunity to raise and discuss additional
questions generated by the simulation. Debriefing is also an
excellent time to address the issue of non-participation.

Resource Experts

Classroord visits from informed professionals can be a valuable
teaching -tool. Resource experts serve as role models and make community,
institutions more .familiar. Some LISS units rely on resource experts;
others can benefit. from them. For instance, visits from people who have
lived or conducted business in appropriate countries can highlight units' on
international lai/ and comparative legal systems.

xi
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Identifying experts and arranging visits is' not difficult. The public
information offices of local or state law enforcement agencies, the courts
and bar anociations* are good sources. for '.contacting people from the
justice systems The Chamber of Commerce, Better Business Bureau,
professional organizations and 'unions can connect you with speakers from
business, industry, and labor. Politicians' constituent service offices can
identify appropriate speakers from government institutions. Finally, use the
faculty of your local college or university.

When you contact an appropriate Individual to make arrangements, be
sure to: %

o Explain the purpose of the visit. Briefly describe your objectives
for the guest's presentation.

o . Place the visit in context. Explain the class's current field of
study, your planned folloW-up activities, etc1/4

o Describe the audience: Tell the speaker how many students will be-
present- and briefly characterize their age, interests, and
achievement levels.

o Specify the scope of the presentation, both in time and content.
Be sure tOis.reflects the grade level, maturity, and attention span
of your class. 4

o Request specific dates and times. Suggest two or three
alternatives from which your guest can choose. (Many speakers
require at least three weeks' notice.)

o Be sure the visitor has the correct address, appropriate directions
and knows where to park.

After arranging the visit, confirm it With the principal and other
appropriate personnel. It is probably wise to get a final confirmation from
the resource expeit-a few days before the presentation.

To make the visit most effectiVes---,-,
----

o Prepare the class. Discuss the purpose -ef._ the visit and provide
basic' information about the speaker. Having the class compile, a
list of questions to ask the expert is a useful activity.

o Remember that resource experts are not trained teachers. During
the presentation, you will need to direct both the speaker and the
class with appropriate questions or other clues.

o Allow sufficient time at the close of the class for a summary of
the presentation and 'a thank-you to the guest. Thank-you letters
give speakers a particular satisfaction and students a good
language arts experience.

o In addition to the debriefing questions noted in the LISS materials,
ask students to comment on what they learned from the
experience and, how it Influenced their views about the speaker's
profession or tc):tic., Encourage their constructive suggestions for
improving such experiences.

Xi x 13



Major limes In Americas Govenvnent - Overview

THE CRIME QUESTION:
I

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF 'CITIZENS

This booklet was desig ed for infusion into Government. and Civics
courses. Its goals aret

o To examine individual rights and responsibilities in the context of
the American criminal justice system.

o To explore the balance between individual and group rights
achieved at various le,als of American government.

In the initial Unit One activity, students search newspapers and
magazines for evidence o American crime problem. Discussion and
further reading provide an appropriate context. for student disCoveries.
Next, students .examine the Constitution to locate provisions relOrant to
criminal law and procedure. After reading about the responsibility for
crime control assigned to each branch of government, teams of students
develop and challenge each other with quiz questions based on t 'e text
and activities.

Unit One objectives include student ability to:

1. Define the following terms:

a. crime
b. felony

c. misdemeanor

d. statute
e. 'precedent
f. judicial review

2. Describe at least one way in which each branch of our federal
government influences our criminal laws.

3. With reference to the lesson's activities, identify at feast one way in
which individual participation in group activities benefits both the
individual and the group.

Unit Two explores the judicial branch at the federal level. It begins
with a survey activity in which students assess community opinion about
the rights of accused persons. After discussing the origin and history of

al such rights, students focus on the exclusionary rule. During "On
," a court simulation, students apply their opinions about the rule,

costs and its benefits to an actual Supreme Court case, Davis v.
ississippi.

After completing Unit Twd, students will be able to:

1. , Recall and describe at least three rights guaranteed to persons
accused of crime in the United States.

2. Recall at least one argument supporting use of the exclusionary rule
in American courts and at least one argument against use of the rule.

xiii 14
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3. State a personal opinion about whether, or not the exclu*opary, rule
should have been applied in Davis

ts from the case.
Mississippi and support that

opinion by retelling to at least two f

In Unit Three, students examine thi legislative branch at the state
level. Working In teams, they plan and execute interviews with community
members involved in the criminal /justice system about causes of and
solutions to the crime problem; After sharing the ' results of their
Interview, students role play/a state legislature's response to pending
anti-crime legislation. While /Modeling both committee and "on-the-floor"
procedures, students must -integrate their own opinions with those of their
constituents and other legislators. A debriefing discussion addresses the
nature of representative respOnsibility.

Unit Three .objectives.include student ability to:
°

1. Recall the major steps In the legislative process.

2. With reference to the opinions of community officials, describe at
least two causes of and two solutions to the crime problem.

3. State and defend a personal opinion about whether or not individual
rights should be restricted to preserve the public welfare.

A classroom visit from a law' enforcement officer raises Unit Four's
primpry issue: appropriate citizen participation in ,crime control. To
understand the workings of the executive branch at the local level,

'students analyze a hypothetical community's crime problem . and assess
several different proposals'imtended to involve the community in solutions
to that problem. A role play in which students informally lobby for the
proposal of their choice completes the unit.

Unit Four objectives include student ability to:

1. Recall and describe a minimum of three actions that citizens working
individually or in groups can take to reduce crime in their

4 communities.

2. Identity and describe at least one factor which should be considered
when allocating government money for a proposal or program.

ik ?le

3. Sate and defend a personal opinion about the best way citizens can
involve themselves in crime-fighting efforts in their communities.

All teacher instructions in THE CRIME QUESTIOil are printed in bold
face type. Page numbers mentioned In the text refer to the Student
Edition unless immcdiately followed by the letters IM.

.

4
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Vocabular/

affluent (adj) Rich, abundant, copious.

allocation (n) Something, often. a sum of money, which has
been allotted, lxidgeted or set aside for a
special purpose.

constituent (n) Something which, is a part or component of
a whole; someone represented by another
person. The citizens who live In the
territory a senator or congressperson
represents are his or her constituents.

crime (n) An act committed in violation of a law
forbidding it, or omitted in violation of a
law requiring it, for which punishment is
imposed upon.convictIon.

dichotomy (n) A divi,sion into two opposing or
contradicting parts.

disparage (v) To, insult or slight; to make light of; to
belittle.

exclusionary rule (n) A rule established by judicial precedent
which states that lildgally obtained evidence
Is not admissible In court:

. felony (n) A serious crime usually punished by one or
more- years of imprisonment in a state or
federal penitentiary.

habeas corpus, (n) A court order which requires.a jailer or jaw
writ of enforcement officer to release a prisoner

--Wause---the----eourt has found that the
prisoner is being Illegally detained.

inalienable (adj) Non-transferable, unchangeable, incapable of
being handed over to the ownership of
someone else.

judicial review (n) A process by which the judicial branch of
government (the courts) decides whether or
not the actions of the other two branches
are lawful.

jurisdiction (n) The range or extent of authority, power
and control.

law (n) A rule established by authority, by society
or by custom.

lobby (n) A group of private citizen's who try to
Influence legislative or executive decisions.

(v) To attempt to influence government
decisions.

Miranda war' (n) A statement about the rights of persons
accused of crimes which police must read
to suspects at the time of arrest.

1



misdemeanor :n) A crime less serious than a felony, usually
punished by a fine or- by imprisonment for
up tb one year in a city or county Jail.

penal (adj) Subject to punishment. A penal code is a
list of laws which define crimes.

placid

precedent

adj) Calm,, quiet, undisturbed.

(n) . An a t which sets an example. A judicial
preced t is a decision made by one judge
which se s an example for other judges who
are deciding similar cases.'

presumption (n). A fact, idea or theory which is assumed to
be true in the absence of e .dence to the
contrary.

probable cause (n) In the U.S, a person cannot be arrested
without probable cause that he or she was
involved in a crime. According to the
Supreme Court, probable cause for arrest
exists where "the facts and cir &imstances
within the officers' knowledke and of Which
they had reasonably trustworthy information
are sufficient in themselves to warrant a
man of reasonable caution in the belief"
that a crime has been or is being committed.

referendum (n) The submission of a proposed law or
measure to direct vote by the citizens.

relevant (adj) Pertinent, ..appropriate, related to the
subject at hand.

respondent . (n) One who answers or responds.

sanction (n) ?A penalty which is Intended to insure or
01P force compliance with a law or conformity

-with a standard of behavior.

statute (n) .A written law; a law which has been
approved by a society's law-making power.

taint (v) To corrupt, to infect, to tinge with dishonor.

warrant (n) A court order which enables a law
enforcement officer to search an area, to
seize property, to arrest a person, or to
enforce a court judyient.

writ' Any number of written orders frorti a,. judge
or a court.
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Unit 1

Crave and the Citizen
. ,

Overview

Lesson i: Student Edition, page 4; Instructori Manual, page 4

"Something's Happening Here"Cirrent event activity which introduces
,the subject of violent crime

"Violent *Crime.. la America"--Reading and.diszussion about, crime and
civic responsibility

1.1 .

Lesson 2: Student Edition, page 6;instructor's, Manual, page 10

"Crime and the Constitution " - .Class discussion of constitutional
provisions relating to criminal law and process

"Crime .and the Government"Reading which relates the three branches
of goiernment to criminal law and process

"Who's Got the Power"Chart

Lesson 3: Student Edition, page 8; Instructor's Manual, page 16

"The People's Quiz " -Small group activity

!NEER

This unit wadesigned to complement introductions to American
government, politic, sclenceandor civics courses. Its goals are:

o To introduce the basic vocabulary and concepts necessary to an
understanding of American criminal law;

o To Identify each branch of the federal government's functions and
responsibilities within the criminal justice system;

. o To explore the importance of citizen participation in government.

Objectives

After,,completing Unkti 1, students will be able.to:

1. Define the following tents:

. a. crime
b. felony
c. misdemeanor

d. statute
e. precedent

f. judicial review

2. Describe at least one way in, which each branch' of our federal
government influences our criminal laws.

3. With reference to the lesson's activities, identify at least one way in
which individual participation in group activities benefits both the
individual and the group.



?reparation

o You will need:
.4

a

o Several, recent newspapers for use during initial activity.
4

O Sul f ic len t copies of THE CRIME QUESTION, Student Edition,
for distribution to your class. -

LESSON ONE

For the initial activity in this lesson, you will -need several different
,issues of recent ne era and news. Magazines. If Fusible, use at least
three differed pubis* dons. Large city papers can spilt into tactic=
so groups can. accomplish their assignment within emonable time limits.
Beginthe lesson by dividing the days into small 'groups and distrIbutkeg a
afferent publication, issue or section to each group.. Ask students to read
'Something's Happening Here; page 4, and campletli the activity described
in that test.

Something's Happening Here

Your teacher has given you a .copy of a recent newspaper...Working
with the others in your !group, skim the paper and cut or, tear out
anything. ,you can find in it about crime. Look for articles, features;
editorials and news photos, but don't ignofe the cartoons and
advertisements. Even the movie and book revie*s may be about .crime.

When your search 'Is complete, assign each clipping to one of these.
four categories: Violent Crime, Non-violent Crime, Crime and Society, and
Prevention and Protection. Some items may belong in more than one
category. If a clipping does not fit into any of these groups, create a
new category for it. When all items have been classified, note the total
number in each category.

Discuss the following questions with yair doss:

1. What percent of your newspaper's space is devoted to crime-related
issues? (Hint: estimate from the holes.) How does the amount of
coverage vary in different papers? From issue to issue? From section
to section? Why might such differences exist?

11) Note 'and discuss any differencei in iamount of crime coverage
identified by the groups.

es In' many papers, artkies abaft crime are concentrated in the local
and national news sections. Be sire studentr identified
crime-related antent In the other sections: stories about
embezzlement, fraud, shoplifting, or white-collar crime std ads I*
security devices in the business sections lists of tourist safety
vmeasures and notes comparing the security of vocation spots in
the travel sections etc.. The information about books, plays and
movius in this entertaimnent section is a rich resource...lb fact,
students could pitiably pull a dozen appropriate *pings from the
evening T.V. log.



o Some publications stress crime-related issues. Others do, not.
Students shoUld discuss the -reasons . for such editorial choices,
noting the need to gear a publication to the tales and interests
of its specific audrence.

Why do you think theb media pays so much attention to crime? Do you
think it pays too much attention? Is crime as Important as economics,
international relations or other public issues which sometimes receive
less coverage? Explain your opinion.

o Be sure students refer to T.Y. and otherftdia as well as the
publications theyhe examined.

o A major reason why the media highlights crime coverage is public
interest in the subject. Students should slur- kite that "the crime
problem," lit and of -itself, is a sigidficant pub& policy issue.

o On the otherband, some students may feel that the media's
attention, to dime and criminals only exacerbates the problem or
that excessive coverage of bizarre criminal activities is -used to
sep papers and raise ratings at the expense of more important
infannatlai.

3. Add up the number of clippings the class assigned to each of the
four categories. Which received the most attention? Whre6 received

.the least? Po you agree with this focus? Why or why not?

o Total the clippings &aligned to the various Identifx and
discuss the contents of any additional ca 'students crested.
If there are major discrepanclei in the groups' allocation to
categories (for instance, if one group put most of its clippings in
Violent Crime but the other groups distributed items more evenly),
discuss possible causes, including the source of the clippings and
the students' criteria for selecting items.

Assist student assessment of the balanof -of coverage by addng
how each category. provides useful bdormilion to the public, which
category seems the most interesting, etc.

f*

4. While searching the newspaper, you read about a number of different
crimes. What were they? Working with the rest of your class, see
how many crimes you can name in the next three minutes.

o Conduct a brainstorming activity to answer this question. Appoint
one student to compile a list on the board as crimes are called
out by the rest of the class.

o A partial list of crimes includes:

Arson
Simple assault
Aggravated assault
Vandalism
Prostitution
Drug abuse

Forgery
Counterfeiting
Illegal iliumbUnli
Sexual molestation
Drug trafficking
Public drunkenness

5

Fraud
Embezzlement
Carrying/possessing weapons
Buying/selling stolen property
Driving order the influence
Breaking curfew/loitering

20
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It

, Vagrancy add/spouse abuse Running away4(Juvenfies only)
Murder . Rape .. !Oben?'
&lanar! Treason Burglary'
,Theft Larceny

45. What makes a specific action a crime? Review the list of crimes you
brainstormed. What dp these actions, have in common?

4. .

6 Society has reached consenm (though not necessarily unanimaps
agreement) that thine activities. are wrong,, bad, dangerous, a.
threat to the almond welfare, etc.

o All these action are prohibited by law,.

o Again by. law, people who are convicted of commliting these
actions are punished.

13 3

Nave students read the following seed= of test, ,"Violent Crime in
America," which identifies these ti atter two points as the specific
definition of crime.

Violent Crime In America

As you've probably discovered by now, everybody holds a slightly
different opinion' about what's right and what's wrong. To live together,
we've had _to.make agreements on the subject. For instance, most of us
agree that killing ancther.person is wrong. However, this agreement alone
doesn't make murder criminal. Murder is a crime because we've formalized
our agreement and passed a law forbidding it..

A crime is "an act committed or 'omitted in violation of a law
forbidding or commanding .it, and for which punishment is imposed_ upon
conviction."

Two simple things, io other words, separate crimes from other kinds
of activities. Neither of these things Is necessarily connected to our
attitudes about right and wrong. A crime is a crime because (1) It is
against the law Ind (2) it Is punishable. If there were no laws to define
crimes and set punishwnts,.,there wouldn't be any crimes. In a. sense,
laws create crimes.

American laws define different levefs of criminal activity.. More
serious crimes are called felonies and arc usually punished with heavy
monetary fines arid/or federal prison terms. Misdemeanors are less serious
offenses punished by smaller fines and periods of incarceration in local or
county jails. Infractions, such as traffic violations or jaywalking, are the
least serious level of criminal offense and are usually punished bar small
fines.

Becaisse crimes are determined by law and -different laws govern
different areas, whether a given crime Is a felony or a misdemeanor may
depend on where It is committed. Possession of a handgun, for instance,
might be a felony in one jurisdiction, a misdemeanor, In the next, and
cdmpletely legal in a third. However, crimes like murder and rape are
considered felonies all across the country.

621
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When the federal Bureau of, Investigation began keeping national
t. crime records in 1930, it identified seven serious and common crimes to

Use as an index. With data about these °crimes collectpd from law
enforcement agencies.throughout the nation, the F.B.I. calculates oar
country's crime rawand evaluates., trends in criminal activity.

O

Th7 of the index crimes are offenses againstiprpperty.e

o ,Burglary is "the unlawful entry of a structure to commit a felony
or theft." A

4

o Larceny or theft is the "unlawful taking, carrying, leading or
riding away of `any property from the .pOssession of another."

o MRtor vehicle theft is the third property crime in the Index.

Ttfough:the F.B.I. considers these crimesoerious enough to in4Clude in i
its' Index, they are not
implied force against to
not, technically defined
their perpetration.) The

S

"violent". crimes. Violent crimes involve "direct "or
human being." (Crimes which destroy property are
as violent, though much violence may .be used in
violent .crimes are: .

o gobbery"the taking'or attempting to take anything-at:Value fiom
the care, custody or control of a person or 'Arsons by force or
threat of force or violence and/or putting the victim in tear.'r.
(Note that robbery is theft with force.) 141

1

4ggravated Assault- unlawful attack by one person upon
another for. the purpose of Inflicting severe ox aggravated bodily
Injury, usually accompanied *by the use itof a wpapon or by means
likely to produce death or great bodily harm." T.

Rape"the carnal knowledge of a '4nale forcibly and against her
will."

o Murder--"the willful, non - negligent killing of one human being by
another." (If one person is killed because another is negligent or
careless, that does not techrlically constitute murder.)

Each y the F.B.I. publishes its findings in a Uniform Crime
Repdrt. to the Report for 1982, Americans committed- these
four violent crimes at the rate of one every 25 seconds. Someone was
beaten every 49- seConds. Someone was robbed .once a minute. Aboilt two
people weremurdered each hour.

t
Clearly, we have a crime problem. What are we going to do about it?

There is no one answer to this question. Everybody has a different
opinion about every aspect of crime.,Is It .a large or small probleni? Is It
getting better Or 'worse? Is it more or less important than other probleMs
such as unemployment and national defense? What's causing the problem?
Who should solve it?

The United States is not ..a direct, democracy. When questions like
these arise, we don't all rush to the marketplace, argue about the issue
and cast our siparate votes: Instead, we practice indirect or
representative democracy. We the .people have handed the power of our
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government over to representatives. When problems arise, w,e expect our
representatives to ask and answer the appropriate questions' and solve the

-problems through legislation and governmental action.

We sometimes put our representatives in a double-bind. We threaten
to remdve them from their jobs if they don't obey our will. At the same
time, we're often unclear about the nature of our will. In the first place,
the will of the people tis made up Of all our different opinions. In
addition, we tend to avoid political invplyemeht. For example, less 4t1lan
59% of theeligible American electorate regularly votes.

If democracy is to succeed, however, our participation is crucial. We
all ought to vote. We ought, to give money and time to the candidates we
believe ins and watch them carefully aftr they're elected. We should
make our views known and work hard to promote the causes we think are.
just.

Applied ltd the violent crime problem, participation translates into
neighborhood watches and cooperation with the police. We ought to
remove criminal opportunity by marking and *king up our belongings. We
ought to report suspected criminal activity, serve on juriet, take time off
work to testify..if it's, necessary. Most 'Important,- we should show our
respect for the law by refusing to break it, even in petty ways.

4

In practice, lettures on the Importance of participation are often
forgotten. This is especially true when we're faced with' a complicated
problem 'like violent crime. It becomes tempting to lay most of the burden
for solving such problems squarely on the government's shoulders. After
all,' they're the, people who are supposed to take care of usl before ybu
succumb to this temptationt take a clear look at What each branch of the
government can and cannordo about crime.

Discuss thet-following questions with yaw

What is the difference between a felony and a misdemeanor?

o A felony is a serious crime, usually punished by more than one
year of bicarceration in a state or federal prison.

o A wisdomsor is a less serious cOlme, usually punished by a fine
and/Or a short period of incarceration in a city or county

2. The F.B.I. defines a violent crime as one which involves "direct or
implied force agiinst a human being." Did you use this ...ame definition
during the "Something's Happening Here" activity? If not, what
definition did yoti use? Do you think the definition is correct
or do you prefer another? Why?

o in common . usage, violent, crimes are those which damage or
destroy parapets or property, usually invohring excessive physical
force or abuse. For example, arson and vandalism may be referred
gto as violent crimes. This usage distingukhes such crimes fro",
embezzlement, frimd, forgery, fencing stolen property, and the lice,
and from the supposedly victimless crimes such as drug abuse and
prostitution. Students itiay well have used ,this a

comtnon definition
dudes the activity.
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o During°, this Ascension, students should compare
two dpfirdtions. Which Seems merit correct?
FAA, for instance, does not place crimes igalait
violent category. Would students arse? Stades%

contrast the
useful? The

b. the
might abo

consider the question of crimes like 'relief= PrePertY.
cross-burrdngs and vandalism, aimed at
Though, an the face, such crimes only
°Woody aimed at intkaidsting Persons.
these acts crimes of violence?

ethnic groups.
PrePerty. they are

Would students.sonsider

.3. If you were a Senators how would you find out what the American
public thinks should be done to solve our crime problem?

o Consult surveys and public opinion polls.

o Follow reports in the press, letters to the editor.

Keep tabs on public protests, aemonstrations,`,10ters from
constituents.

0

0

0

Call up constituents and ask their opinions.

Consult advbarSoemperts. .

4 .

o Listen to special interest groups.
4.

to Newspapers, T.V. stations, the government and professional pollsters
seem constantly to -be ttiking surveys to- find out what the people
really think about specific issues. Do you' think these surveys
accurately reflect public opinion? Why or why not?

o The validity of a survey depends primarily on

o The neutrality of the polling organization. Both the people who
write the questions and the people who ask the question
heavily influents the results of the poll.

o The acaregy of the sample population. If the respondents
aren't an accurate cross-section of the population, the response
won't really reflect true public opinion.

0

eip in &defile:in, students should note that piolls and surveys generate
an immediate response. People might dimly their minds after
careful thought or esporre to other beformationo

3. Some of what passes for public opinion is actually the strongly felt
opinion of small bbt vocal groups which have been aroused enough
about an Issue to get involved:. Such groups write letters, pressure
the. media, contribute to campaign funds, or otherwise bring their
positions to the attention of government 'officials. Do you think It's
fair for these minority views to receive so much atteti-tion? Why or
why not?

0 No, they're giving government Officiab incorrect Information;
they're presenting their own views as the majority views; all

4,
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groups of people don't have equal time, money and access to
governmeqt officials to oc> pete with special interest lobbies.

o Yes, if citizens are mots ted enough. to take the time and energy
to make their views , they ought to be rewarded with
`special attention; everybody has the same opPortunity to 'become
politically active.

o Students slioubrundelstand that special interest pressires, like it ,
or not, are 'sleuth a part of the American political scene as the

and as important a part. The ballot gives each citizen a
chance to provide Oilersl feedback and direction; special interest
action gives citizens a chance to ,Influence specific decisions the
government makes. .

t

6. Since laws provide the basis for defining crime and the Constitution
providet the basis for American legislation, that document seems a
likely place to begin diggting for the roots of American criminal 'kw.
Read through the Constitution Including the Amendments. Make a list,
by Article and Section, of all the speCific statements it makes about
crime, persons accused of crime and criminal processes.. ,

,

o Assign this question as homework. Answers are discussed in Lesson
Two.

LESSON Two

Degin' this lessen-budiscuussfrig the followbig questions.

. Crime and the Consiittition
ft, its

I. In what Sectiorp and Amendments does the Constitution refer to
crime?

g.

o Article I, Section Ss Given Congress power to punish counter-
feiting; to establish tribrah inferior to the Supreme Court; to
pinish piracies, felonies committed on the high seas and crimes
against the law of. nations; and to legislate,' as necessary, to
execute the government's prescribed power.

o . Article I, Section 9s Forbids illegal detention, bilis Of attainder
(laws which pronounce specific pimple guilty of crimes), or ex post
facto laws (laws which make acts guilty after they've been
committed).

o Article II, Section 3s Defines the President's responsibility to "take
care that the laws be faithfully executed."

o Article III, Section 21 Defines responsibility of federal judiciary to
resolve certain criminal controversies. Mandates trial by jury and
trial in state where crime was commftted.

o Article nt, Section 3: Defines the crime of treason.

2
10
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1,

o Amendment 4: . Forbids unreasonable searches and, seizures and
allows for au rants only upon,probable cause.

o Amendment Sr Mandates indictment by Grad 'fury, and forbids
double jeopardy, self-incrinilltirtion, and punishment without due
process.

o Amendment 6: Gueranteits speedy and trial, imparttal pry of
. peers, cross examination of witnesses, assistance of counsel, ability

* to subpoena witnesses and right to be bdoimed of ,charges aid
'e evidence:

.

o Amendment & Forbids excessive bail and fines.. aid cruel or
unusual Punish:mint.

o Amendment ills Prevents states from denying* due process and
equal protection under the law.

r

2. The Constitution gives a precise. definition of only one crime. What
...crime is it? How is it defined?

o The crime is treason.
.

.

I

o Treason tis defined as an overt action by which a person either . ,,
levies war against the U.S. or adheres to U.S. encodes,' giving
them aid and comfort. Moreover, a person can only _ be convicted
of treason if he or she confesses to such an action in open court, ,
or if two witnesses testify that the person committed She action.

, .

3. Though this is the only crime defined in the Constitution,
obviously not the only crime committed in the_U.S. Since _an action is
only a crime iff its against the law, there must be other *American
laws, besides the Constitution, that specifically describe all those
actions people are being locked up for 'committing. Where do you
think these other laws are written down? Who do you think writes
them?

o Most of the American laws which define criminal behaviors ?and
mandate punishments are to be found In state penal codes, written
and passed by state legislative bodies.

`co Cities and counties, through their legislative bodies, also pass and
compile laws which define crimes. Local legislation 'is usually
limited to ordinances which define misdemeanors.

o In addition, the federal Congress to empowered by the Coati toting
to pass criminal legislation, including a federal penal code. (This is
described more ,fully in the next reading assignment.)

After completing this discusska, have students read "Crime and the
Government,* pages 64.

1.



Crime and the Government

The Legislature

The Constitution explains how the United States is governed. It
divides the power of government into three distinct branches and then
carefully describes the responsibilities and prerogatives of each. Though
each has specific duties, all branches must work together to control a
problem as important as crime.

The powers of the Senate and House of Representatives are listed in
Article I, Section 8. So it can "carry into execution its powers, and all
Other powers vested by the Constitution in the government of the United
States, or in any department or officer thereof," the final clause of
Section 8 gives Congress the power to make laws, including all those
which define crimes.

Over the years, Congress has used this clause to pass innumerable
criminal statutes. Some of these laws support specific powers given to
Congress in other parts of Section 8. For example, Congress controls
America's postal services, mints, revenues and taxes. To assist with these
functions, Congresd made actions like tampering with the mall and
counterfeiting coins criminal. It created crimes such as espionage in
support of itt war powers. It used the commerce clause to declare
interstate transportation of stolen goods and kidnapped people illegal.

Though the crimes listed above are illegal throughout America,
Congress does not have power to establish a uniform penal code for the
whole country. The Constitution gives each individual state the right to
define most criminal activity within Its jurisdiction. However, a complete
federal penal code exists to control crime in federally governed territory.
Such areas include the District of Columbia, federal forests, military
bases, post Offices, federal courts and ships at sea or airplanes aloft.

The nature of a crime and where it was committed determine whether
federal la!, applies. For example, John walks up to Sam on a street in
Wichita and shoots him. Sam dies. John has committed murder and will be
tried under the Kansas State Penal Code.

at's say Sam is a postal viorker making his rounds when John shoots
him. In this case,' 3ohn will be tried for two separate crimes: murder
under state law and the federal crime of assaulting a federal employee.

Let's say John shoots' Sam in the post office, not the street. Though
the post office is on Kansas soil, it belongs to the federal government.
Since state' law does not apply, John will be tried according to the
murder statues of the federal penal code.

The Executive Branch

Congress makes federal laws; the President enforces them. Again the
Constitution, in Article II, Section 3, establishes this 'responsibility. The
President, of course, lacks the time to exercise this power personally.
Instead, he or she supervises the Attorney General and the Department of
Justice.

27
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The chart on page 7 (page 14 IM) shows the Justice DepartMent's
many divisions. You'll note the Marshal Servite, the Drug Enforcement
Admini-tration and the .Department's most famous arn. the Federal Bureau
of Investigation. You'll also note that manyof the Department's agencies
enforce civil, rather than criminal, law. Civil laws define the rights and
responsibilities that people and organizations must tespect when dealing
with each other. They regulate \such relationShips as marriages, contracts
and business arrangements.

Though they are definitely Illegal, actions which violate the civil law
are not really crimes. In order to create a crime, remember, a law-must
both describe the Illegal act and impose a punishment. True, people who
lose civil lawsuits are usually required to pay money to the winning party.
These payments, however, are not considered punishments Instead, they
are an attempt to Compensate one party for trouble caused oy the other.

Punitive ("punishing") damages are, in some ways, an exception to this
rule. When a civil case involves serious misbehavior like fraud or deceit,
a judge may Insist that the loser pay more money than the actual cost of
the winner's loss. This additional fine is meant to deter the losing party
from committing such misbehavior in the futute. Punitive damages,
however, are left to the judge's discretion. They are not usually
established by st1ute.

Civil and criminal laws are also prosecuted differently. In our legal
system, only the government prosecutes people accused of crimes. But
anyone who' has been' Injured by a violation of the civil lawa private
citizen, a business, or the governmentcan' pursue the offender. Criminal
fines are paid directly to the government. Civil damages are paid to the
party whose rights were violated. Damao,. re only paid to the
government if it is the victorious party in a : suit.

Law enforcement has an obvious impact on crime: The more criminals
caught and punished, the safer our streets. The executive branch also
affects the crime problem in a more subtle fashion. Imagine that
lawmakers pass a statute preventing people from chewing gum in public.
They mandate a thousand dollar fine for each offense. If the police
decide not to arrest gum-chewers, this law es 'virtually meaningless.
By emphasizing the enforcement of some laws ver others; the executive
branch can give certain legislative decisions more importance than others.

In an ideal world, of course, peace officers would obey lawmakers
and enforce every rule on the book. Realistically, enforcement resources A
are limited and many people break the law. The task of setting priorities
often falls to the executive branch. Some of these prioritiesfor Instance,
enforcement of the laws against murderare firmly supported by the
public. Others are more controversial. To some citizens, police
concentration on so-called "victimless" crimes like drug abuse and
prostitution seems an unwise use of taxpayers' money.

The Judiciary

Thus far, we've focused on statutes: laws written 'and passed by
legislatures. Many of the legal rules we follow, however, are not written
laws: they're established by precedent. 'To understand this process, imagine

13
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EXECUTI,yE POWER

Prevent & investigate .
federal crimes
Arrest suspects
Prosecute the accused
Supervise punishment
Set enforcement priorities

J1RESIDENT

ATTORNEY GENERAL

(Appointed by Ptesident, approved by Sen-
ate)

DEPARTMENrOF JUSTICE

Solicitor General, represents federal government
in court
Office of Legal Counsel. prepares opinions, elves
legal advice
Office for improvelnent olJustlei
°Mee of Legislative Affaks

lkOffice of Professional Responsibility
Public Information Office
Associate Attorney General, sugirvises Civil Divi-
sion, 1.114. Immigration. Aillitt11/14 Civil Rights,
etc.
4Deputy Attorney General, supervises:

Criminal Division
Office for U.S. Attorneys (federal prosecutor.
94 districts)
Federal Bureau of Investigation
U.S. Mars s Service
Drug Enfo ment Administration
Law Enter t Assistance Administration
Bureau of P ns
FederarPrison Industries, Inc.
Pardon Attorney
U.S. Parole Commission

O

HOTS GOT THE POWER?
A

LEGISLATIVE POWER

Write & emit statutes
Define crimes
Set range of punishments

JUDICIAL POWER

Judge cases
Establish precedent
Review actions of Congress and
camellia branch

CONGRESS

HOUSE 7 SENATE

433 Representative,

I
100 Senators -

(Elected by states (Elected by State)

Members' staffs -
Constituents
Special interest lobbies
Electorate

14 29

U.S. SUPREME COURT

ONE CHIEF JUSTICE AND
EIGHT ASSQCIATE JUSTICES

(Appointed by President, approved by Sen-
ate)

.

Hears lawsuits appeals.its betweeri states and appea
from both federal and state court systems .

U.S. Court of Customs
and Patent Appeals
One Chief Jude.) and
four Associate Judges

U.S. Customs Court
Nine Judges

I
U.S. Court of Claims
One Chief Judge and
four Associate Judges

Hears claims against the
federal government

U.S. Court of Appeals
Eleven courts

Hears appeals from
District Courts. reviews
actions of federal
government

Tax Court of the U.S. I U.S. District Courts
Approx. 90 throughout
U.S.

Hears cases involving
violations of federal law
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that a wonitin takes her teenage' niece on a weekend trip to San
Francisco. The child's parents are furious. They hive the woman arrested
under a California statute which readsi

Every person who maliciously, forcibly or fraudulently takes or
entices away any minor child with intent .to detain and conceal
such child tram its parent, guardian or other person having the
lawful charge of such child,' is. punishable by imprisonment in the
state prison not exceeding twenty years.

California State Penal Code, Section 278

At her trial, the woman argues that she didn't steal the child
'because she didn't entice her niece "maliciously, forcibly or fraudulently."
The words In the statute aren't precise enough to address the woman's
argument. What exactly did lawmakers mean by malice, force and fraud?
To resolve this case, the judge must interpret the statute.

The judge finds no evidence of malice or fraud in this case. However,
the woman did use psychological force. She knew the prospect of such a
vacation would be too dazzling for her nic.:e to resist. The judge decides
the words "forcibly entice" cover this kind of pressure and declares the
woman guilty of childstealing.

If it's adopted by higher courts, the judge's decision can alter the
law. The next time someone lures a child away from home by promising a
vacation, clothes, even a better life, the prosecuting attorney can refer
to this case and askthat the new situation be decided according to the
precedent established in the old. It's ai if the legislature amended their
statute to Include psychological as well as physical force.

Usually, judges at several levels of the judicial system must support a
precedent before it is firmly established. For example, a District Court
judge on one of the lower tiers of the federal judiciary sets a precedent
by letting the jury view a video-taped confession. Based on that evidence,
the defendant is convicted.. Her lawyers appeal, challenging the judge's
decision. A panel of judgei air the-next tier, the U.S. Court of Appeals,
will' hear the case and either uphold or overturn -the lower court's ruling.
This review process resolves conflicts when lower courts set opposing
precedents and keeps any one judge from entirely rewriting the law.

;.

The Constitution in Article III, Sections 1 and 2 establishes the
Supreme Court and describes the cases federal courts can try. That

document, however, does not mention the federal judiCiary's most
important power: judicial review. Through this process, courts can examine
government actions end "decide whether or not they're legal. The Supreme
Court got the power of judicial review by setting the precedent that it
,had this power. In 1803, to avoid the difficult political situation raised by
a case called Marbury v. Madison, John Marshall, Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court, declared a law passed by Congress, the Judiciary Act of
1789, unconstitutional.

Though it is a firmly established judicial power, judicial review has
not gone unquestioned. Some peqple fear that this practice allows



appointed ,Supreme Court justices, rather than elected representatives, to
set U.S. policy. Court decisions, they argue, don't reflect the will of the
majority and aren't really democratic.

Others feet that the' Court has a legitimate mandate to Interpret the
Constitution and. the individual liberties it guarantees. Elected officials
might sacrifice minority rights to popular opinion. Supreme Court justices,
who don't have to woo the .majority to keep their jobs, can be trusted to
uphold ottr supreme law.

LESSON TRUE

When' students have read *Crime and the Government," divide them
into an even 'toolbar of teams, assigning 44 students to each team. Ask
the class to read "The People's Quiz," page 8, and complete the activity
described therein.

The, People's Quiz

The text you've just read confaths
about crime and about the government.
much as everyone else in the room
you'll find out..

ti

a great deal of information, both
How much do you remember? How
remember? In .,the People's Quiz,

The first step in this activity is to create the questions. Working
with the rest of your team, write ten True/False questions: three from
each section of the text and one based on the chart. The second step Is
to answer the questions. Your team will trade 'quizzes with another team.
Still working as a group, you'll have five minutes to answer all ten
questions. The third step, of course, is to find out hoW many answers you
got right.

Writing good True/False questions is not as simple as it might seem.
Identify the most important ideas in each section and base your questions
on these concepts. Look for items which will really test the other team's
understanding of what they read. Avoid writing questions about
information you think unimportant.

You won't have much time to "create your quiz, so you may want to
divide the task. Assign each team member a different section of text.
When everyone has written several questions for their sections, you can
regroup and select the best ten. Finally, remember to list' the correct
answers on a separate sheet of paper.

Allow student teams approtdmately 15 minutes to their quizzes.
When this task is complete, check to be sire teams have ten legible
questions and a separate answer sheet.' Then, have teams trade papers and
allow five minutes for students, still working in teams, to take the quiz.
When the time is up, again exchange papers for grading. After teams
learn their scores, discuss *he following questions with your class.

1. On what specific it did your team base its questions?
Compare this with the information other teams selected. Did you all
find the same facts or ideas important?

. 31
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o Witte this discussion by adding each team to briefly cheracterbe
the specific facts and concepts from the text which they Included
an flush' tests. Discuss major similarities and differences as they
become apparent. Ask teams why they chose or discarded certain
information. See if the group can reach consensus about a few
facts from eacl section which should have been included in the
quizzes.

O.

2. Compare the questions you wrote and answered with those normally

on school tests. Were they harder to answer? Easier? More or less

appropriate to the text? Why?

o Encourage students to critique both the questions they wrote and
those . they answered against the criteria they use for the tests
they regularly take.

o H students found any questions kreievant of unfair, ask for
specific explanation of why these questions seem inappropriate.

o Ome reason why . students nay have land this test easier than
normal is that, bnmediately before they took it, they studied the
'teal 'being. tested. in addition, both while "studying" ,and While
taij* the test, they had the advantage of working with several
other minds..

3.. Did everyone on your team contribute during the activity? Or did one
or two people end up doing all the work? What are some advantages
to each way of operating? What are some disadvantages?

0o Be sure students answer this question with specific reference to
their experiences during the activity. This is an excellent
opportunity to address the issue of nonparticipation.

o Advantages of everyone contributing includes

o It!s fair; everyone has an equal opportunity to participate.

o All members feel é responsibility for and a pride in the group's
. aanoWisbments; no one fads Ignored, left out, used.

o Dadaism) can benefit from the dliferent "perspectives, idea,
. opinions and knowledge of group members.

o Disadvantages includes the process can be lengthy, hectic and
frustratbgp it may result in compromise choices which satisfy no
meat the input of some members may not be as useful as that of
others.

o Advantages of one or two people taking charge of the task includes

o Decisions may, be made and implemented more *middy.

o "Too may cooks spoil the broth." Did the quizzes really
benefit from all that input, or would they\htve been better if
left to one or two 'masterminds"?

. Fr
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o The aoioparticipants have an nisi time ol It; they can avoid
, both responsibility and effort. If they. don't like a project's

outcome, they am -simply blame whoever took charge.

o Disadvemtages; includes non-participants may- not be 'ea tidied with
the outcome; non-participants cannot:be certain that the. leaders
have the team's best Interests at heart; the.eme or two who do
the work May end up feeling overworked or taken advantage of:

. .

.4. In the course of this lesson, you've looked at participation from
several different perspectives. In your opinion, why .flon't. more
Americans participate in our political processes? .

o 10 they address this emotion, students should refer to the
information they read in the teat an', oat they learned while
partidPithig.bimnaUgrmacthfties.

o Some of the more obvious reasons are lack of time; avoi... of
responsibility; lack of Interest; political participation be
,umewarding We easier to let someone eke do It; they , to.
leave it in the hands of everts; they don't feel comp:* ; Ws
difficult for an Indivklual voice to be !ward; etc:

o One rennin Widdo should be highlighted W that citisni need a
beak understanding of governmental, systems, political. and
otherwise, In order to affect. timm.' Citizens who lack such
knowledge. often do not, indeed cannot, effectively contribute:

P1
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Unit 2

A Case of Miss-Taken Identity

°rendre

I.esson 1: Student Edition, page 9, Instructor's Manual, page 20

"The Rights of the Accused"--Introductory reading
"The Public's Qpirtion"--Survey activity
Class Survey Reqults Chart
"Safety Net or I Sfiokescreen?".Class discussion about the rights of

accused persons,

Lesson 2: Student, Edition, page 10, Instructor's Manual, page 26

"The Exclusionary Rule"--Reading
"Davis v. MississiPPil--Reading and discussion about Supreme Court

case testing the exclusionary rule

Lesson 3: Student Edition, page 11, Instructor's Manual, page 35

"On Appeal "--Activity instruction
"The Judgment"Debriefing discussion

This unit was designed to complement instruction, about the judicial
bench of government and/or government at the federal level. Its goals are:

o To identify and define several of .the rights guaranteed to persons
accused of crimes;

o To examine the costs and benefits of such rights;

o To describe and demonstrate the decision-making processes of the
federal Supreme Court.

After completing unit 2, students will be able to

1. Recall and describe at least three rights guaranteed to persons
accused of crime, in the United States.

2. Recall at least one argument supporting use of the exclusionary rule
in American courts and at least one argument against use of the rule.

3. State a personal ,pinion about whether or not the exclusionary rule
should have been applied in Davis v.. Mississippi and support that
opinion by referring to at least two facts from the case.
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Preparation

o Students should read the section of their textbook which describes
the powers and structure of the federal judiciary and Supreme
Court.

o You will need:

o Sufficient copies of THE CRIME QUESTION, Student Edition,
for distribution. to your class. or

o Sufficient photocopies of the survey instrument, page 21 IM,
for students' to use out of claw.

LESSON ONE

Ask your stockists to read Me Rights of the Acciked" and the
survey Instrument which precedes it, pages 9-10 of their text. e

The Rights of the Accused t.

You've all seen T.V. shows where the hard-bolled police detective
slaps handcuffs on a suspect, leans him against a squad car and recites
"You have the right to remain silent. If you refuse the right to remain
silent, anything you say can and will be used against you in a court Of
law."

Law enforcement officers who fail to recite this phrase, a part of
the "Miranda" warning,' risk serious consequences. If a suspect is not
informed of his or her rights before questioning, the results of the
interrogation are legally useless. Even if those -results include a full
confession, no court in the country can admit it as evidence.

The Miranda warning is not mandated by statute. It is required by
the judiciary and. was established through judicial review. Ina 1966 case,
Miranda v. Arizona, the Supreme Court reversed an Arizona high.. court
decision and clearly ruled that a confession obtained from an unInforMed
suspect was inadmissible. As a resqlt, law enforcement agencies across 'the
country changed arrest procedures to include reading suspects their rights.

Miranda is only one of several Supreme Court rulings which protect
the Cliht71-71 accused persons. \Some Americans feel that these decisions
go tee far. The Court, in this mew, rs the police by insisting they
follow strict rules about arrests 'and idence. Public welfare is sacrificed
to. the individual rights of criminals.

However, public opinion about these issues varies greatly. Many
citizens strongly disagree ilth the views described above. Where do theripeople in your communittand? What rights do those. around you think
accused persons deserve? The Public's Opinion purvey is one way of
finding out.

.14



a.

THE PUBLICS OPINION
Instructions

A. Give this survey to five people in your community. Read each statement aloud. Ask the person or "respondent" if

he/she: STRONGLY AGREES (1); AGREES (2); HAS NO OPINION (3); DISAGREES (4); STRONGLY
DISAGREES (5): Circle the appropriate number below the statement.

B. After you've surveyed five people, total (add the circled numberrtogether) and average (divide the total by the
number of respondents) the response to each of the six statements.

Statements

I: People accused of crimes have too many rights.

RESPONDENT II

I 2 3 * 3

RESPONDENT 112 RESPONDENT #3 RESPONDENT #4 RESPONDENT #5

1 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 S 1 2 3 4

.. 2. People suspected or accused,of crimes should not have
to answer questions from police or other authorities.

RESPONDENT #1 RESPONDENT #2 RESPONDENT #3 RESPONDENT #4

3. If an accused person can't afford a lawyer, the
government should provide One free of charge.

.Total Average

RESPONDENT #5 Total

RESPONDENT #1 RESPONDENT 02 RESPONDENT(13 RESPONDENT #4 RESPONDENT #5 Total AverageI1 2 3 4 S. 1 2 3 4 511 2 3 4 511 2 3 4 511 2 3 4 5

. 4. Suspects and defendants should be tieatedLai- if they
are innocent until they:.are proven guilty in a court of
law.

RESPONDENT #1 RESPONDENT #2 RESPONDENT #3 RESPONDENT #4 RESPONDENT.#5 Total Average

1 2 3 4 S 1 2 3 4 3 1 2 3 4 5 1 1 , 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 31

. 5. Judges rather than law enforcement officers should
have the final say abont whether a person should be
detained or jailed.

RESPONDENT #1 RESPONDENT #2 R ES PO N EN #3 RESPONDENT '44 RESPONDENT NS Total Average

1 2 3 4 S 1 2 3 4 3 1 . 2 3 4 3 1 2 3 4 3 1 2 3 *4 S

6. If the police obtain:evidence illegally, it should not
under any circumstances be admitted in court.

RESPONDENT JD RESPONDENT #2 RESPONDENT #3 RESPONDENT #4 RESPONDENT #3 Total AVenlet

I 2343123 4 31234SI 2 3 4 3
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Give each student a photocopy of the survey (p. 9, p: 21' IM) and
clarify any questions about its instructions. Aillkalltee a deadline for
returning completed survey forms. Mien they 4have been returned, appoint
a team of students to tabulate the data collected by the dass.

Note that the . tuners PorPole Is -to smote class
discussion. S students are not edged, to question an accrete sample
population, y results will not accurately represent the community's
views.

The discussion is on the survey results. It Conveys
inforreztion about rights of accused in a Socratic rather than a

=et? forma. Because of this, your students will not know the correct
to some of the questions they're asked. The lecture notes listed

below each question are a guide for your class discussion. After
announdrig the survey results, discuss the following questions with the
class.

Safety Net or "Smokescreen?

1. According to the survey, how strong Id 'support for the rights of
accused persons? Is there a difference between general (Statement 1)
and specific (Statements 2 through 6) support

o Examine the response to Survey Statement 1 and compare it with
the overall responses to Statements 2 drough 6. Are the two
responses consistent? Did mOe support tines rights in general but

not support them in or vice versa?

.2. How strongly did respondents support the righi to remain silent? Do
you agree with their opinion? Why Of why not?

o Essinine the response to Survey Statement .2 and ask students to

. state and support their opinions.

3. In the an accuses person does
This is true both during Intvrogation
establishes this right? How , do you
legal system?

have the right to -remain silent.
and in court. Which of our laws
think it became a part of our

o The right to remain silent is included in the -Fifth Amendment to
the Constitutionono . person shale be °compelled, in any criminal
case, to be a witness against hiding.°

o The right is also. included in all but two state constitutions. lin
Iowa and New 3ersey, this right is guaranteed by statute Mier
than through the state constitution.)

o Make sure students understood that the Miranda ruling did not
establish 'the right to remain silent. It established each citizen's
right to be informed that he or site has the right to remain silent.

22
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o The evolution of this right includes'

o Pre-1700s In England, accused persons were directly questioned
by their accusers, In and out-of court. Often, this interrogation
involved torture.

1637s In response to a particislarl bloody incident, the English
Parliament abolished involuntary interrogation in courts which
met in secret soden.

o 1700s In the latter part of the 17th century and the early ilith
century, people' gradually became repulsed by the idea of
fordble interrogation of defendants. By 1700, most criminal
defendants could deka the privilege of silence in- England.
English legal prindpies were brought to the colonies. ..

o 1776s The Virginia Bill of. Rights provided that no one "can be
compelled to give evidence against himself! The federal Bill of
Rights was based, in a large part,

.

on Virginia's document.

o Currently; the Fifth Amendment is Interpreted to mean that, in
say proceeding where tend'many is compelled under oath, a person
con refuse to answer. ow sell-incriadnating questions. This
protection extends to witnesses as well as defendants and to the

interrogation process sp wail as the in-court experience, but it has
Its limits:

o If a person is granted immunity from prosecution, voluntarily or
btvoluntarily, he or she can be compelled to answer
self-incrininating questions.

o The Fifth Amendment only protects the pers on being
questioned. One can be compelled to give evidence against
other people, everramily and dose friends.

o A person gities up the tight to remain silent if he or she, as a
witness, answers even one incriminating question, or if he or
she, as a defendant, takes the stand at his or her own that.

4$ Many Americans think that the Filth Amendment only protects guilty
people and so is' harmful to society. Do you agree? Why or why not?

o The d& to remain silent benefits sodety by pladng limits on the
law's

to
to coerce. This is an important protection for' all

dtisens became our legal system has tremendous powers to compel
obedience. Our courts can .force almost anyone to testify under
oath about almost any abject.

o Ask students to. identify negative consequences of the right to
remain. silent and waifs the costs and benefits of the protection.

3. How strongly did survey' respondents support the ri t to an attorney?
Do you wee with them? Why or why not?
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o Examine the response to Survey Statement 3 and have students
state and support. their opinions.

6. In the U.S. an accused person has the right to be represented by an
attorney...11_he _for.__she_ can't afford a lawyer, the government must
provide one free of charge. Where do you think this right comes from?

The Sixth Amendment of the Constitution says that "in all criminal
prosecutions, the accused shall' enjoy the right . . . to have the
assistaece of counsel for his defense."

o The evolution of the right to assistance of counsel includes:

o 11001 In England, the right to counsel was established for
people accused, of enlace crimes. Felony defendants, however,
were not allowed counsel, since it was assumed that they
would not have been damped If they were not guilty and, since
they were guilty, they had no need ot counsel.

o 1696: Attorneys in England were finally allowed to represent
defendants accused of felonies. This practice was transmitted
to the colonies.

o 17Th Right to counsel was included in the Bill of Rights.

The right to an attorney, at novenunent eigpamee if necessary, was
established not 'by statutory law but.by judicial review.

o Before 1932e hi the U.S., defendants had the right to assistance
of counsel only if they hired the lawyer. People who couldn't
afford lawyers were not guaranteed representation:

o The followbog Supreme Court rulings gradually reinterpreted the
rights

1932 Powell v. Alabama: If a defendant is poor and charged
with a capital offense, the state must provide a lawyer.

1931 .3olmaan v. Zerbsto All .defendants in federal criminal
cases must- have counsel.

1942 Betts v. Brady: All defendants in state criminal cases do
not have to be given counsel.

1%3 Gideon v. IllainwrWito All defendants in state criminal
cases do have to be given counsel.

1963 v. California: Counsel must be furnished for
ts who want to appeal their cases.

1964 Escobedo v. Illinois: Counsel must be furnished during
Interrogation.

o Students should note that the different rulings in Betts v.
and Gideon v. Wainwright show how a judicial precedent

can be overturned.
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7. Providing free lawyers for people accused of crimes can be costly. Is
the right to counsel worth the expense to taxpayers? Why or why. not?

o While discussing this question, students should note that it is
difficult -for -an untrained person, imsocent or guilty, to maneuver
within our complicated legal system.

8. How strongly .did the respondents support the presumption of
innocence?. Do you agree with their opinion? Why or why not?

o Examine the response to Survey Statement 4 and ask students to
state and support their opinions.

9. Under American .law, a person accused of a crime is. presumed
innocent until his or her guilt, is proven beyond reasonable doubt In a
court of law. How do. you think this presumption became part of our
legal system? Where in our laws is it stated?

,o Presumption of innocence can be traced back to Biblical times. 'It
is evident in the laws of Sparta, Athens and Rome. It did nut,
however, find expression ha its current form until the beginning of,
the lath Century. In 1893, in Coffin v. U.S., the U.S. Supreme
Court declared:

"he principle that there is a presumption of innocence in
favor of the accused is the undoubted law- axiomatic and
elementary, and its enforcement lies at the foundation of
the administration of our crbninal law."

o The presumption of innocence is not explicitly stated in the
Constitution. It is mandated by federal statute and judicial
interpretation. In addition, most states have passed statutes to
include dds presumption in their penal codes.

10. The English police force has a very strong -reputation for honesty and
thoroughness. Because of this, some people think the British public
assumes all defendants brought to talk! are guilty. Do Americans
assume a defendant's guilt? Think of a trial ,:urrently in the news,
one which hasn't been settled yet.' Do you tend to believe the
defendant in that case is guilty? Why or why not?

o As students discuss this question, ask if they think the police and
public really treat suspects as 11 they're innocent.

11. In the U.S., people who believe they are being imprisoned illegally
can ask a judge to release them by issuing a writ of habeas corpus.
How strongly' did survey respondents support this privilege? Where is
It established in our laws?

o Examine the response to Statement S and ask students to state
. and support their opinions.

o Article 11, Section 9 of the Constitution reads:
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The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be
suspended, unless when in cases of rebellion or invasion
the public safety may require it."

o Lincoln suspended habeas corpus in certain parts of the camiry
daring the Civil War, which engendered a battle with the Supreme
Court. The territorial governor of Hawaii suspended habeas
immediately after the attack an Pearl Harbor in 1041.=
Supreme Cart declared this action unconstitutional in 19$6.)

12. How does habeas corpus benefit society? Why do you think this
privilege is only calmly suspended?

benefits society by preventing illegal detentions. It
(before, theft and after trial) the right to appeal
impartial third party (the courts) if they feel they
unjustly.

erectly to an
are being held

o -Habeas carpus has been. successfully latched in situations where a
person is being held prboner by pristite citizens. A lumband used
the , privilege to Obtain his wife's release from her parents'
castoffs a mother, to obtain her child's relent* from foster parents.

o Habeas corm is only suspended under extraordinary drcumstances
because, sout it, private citizens are completely at the mercy
of law enforcement peetonnel.

Response to Statement 6 will be discussed during the examination of
the exclusionary rule in Lesson Two.

LESSON TWO

Begin the lesson by asking your student,' to read "The Exclusionary
Rule," pages 10-12.

The Exclusionary Rule

In their efforts "te stop crime, the police themselves sometimes do
things which are not legal. They may search a building without a warrant.
They may break into a home or office. They may disturb or detain people
without. just cause. Obviously, such activities are not praiseworthy, but
are they -practical? Can breaking the law really help police convict
criminals? The Supreme Court has said no.

"If letters and private documents can be thus seized and held
and used in evidence against a citizen accused of an offense,
the protection of the Fourth Amendment declaring his right to

t!hose
against such searches is of no value, and, so far as

thus placed are concerned, might as well be stricken from
the Constitution. The efforts of the courts and their officials to
bring the guilty to punishment, praiseworthy as they are, are
not to be aided by the sacrifice of those great principles
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established by years of endeavor and sufferini which have
resulted in the fundamental law the land."

U.S. Supreme Court
Weeks v. United States (1914)

With some exceptions, U.S. courts cannot admit any material into
evidence (whether papers, objects or testimony like confessions) which Is a
result of illegal activity on the part of law enforcement officers. This is
the exclusionary rule, yet another procedure established by judicisil
precedent.

The Supreme Court get this precedent almost a century ago. In 1886,
they reviewed Boyd v. United States. Boyd had been convicted of (It
federal offense because oI evidence collected during a search prohibited
by the Constitution. The CoUrt ruled that the evidence' could not be
usedeven If it conclusively proved Boyd was guilty. Thirty years later,
in 1914; the Court strengthened its precedent by excluding
illegally-obtained evidence from use in a similar case, Weeks v. United
States.

Two arguments support the exclusionary rule:

o The fruit of a poisoned tree is as poisonous as the tree itself.
The 'evidence resulting from illegal activity is, like this fruit,
tainted with illegality and injustice. 'Further, if the courts base
decisions on this "ill-gotten 4ain," they too.are poisoned and their
decisions become unjust.

o Excludin 'tainted evidence is the most oactical wa to revent
ce o ourt men nt r zhts. Police wi not resort to

gegal searches and seizures if the results of these Activities are
useless.

,Boo A and Weeks only affected federal courts. Until the middle of this
century, two-thirds of the state court systems rejected the exclusionary
rule. Many citizens felt it only protected guilty person. Others thmght it
was an unnecessary burden on police. Is it right, asked the New York
Court of Appeals in 1926, that "the criminal is to go free because the
constable tids blundered?"

-Because-lew-states volufttarity--AdoptecF-the- rule-, -the Supreme-Court
was asked in Wolf v. Colorado (1949) to apply the rule to state criminal
procedures. The petitioner's attorneys argued that the exclusionary rule
protects Fourth Amendment rights. Such rights are a basic and necessary
part of legal due process. Under the Fourteenth Amendment, no state can
deprive any citizen of the diit process of the law. Therefore, the
exclusionary rule should' apply to state criminal trials.

The Supreme Court replied that the exclusionary rule was not the
only Way to protect citizens' Fourth Amendment rights. Since the rule
itself was not mandated by the Constitution, each state could make its
own decision about how to uphold the Fourth Amendment. Forcing
obedience to thetrule would violate states' rights.
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Wolf didn't settle the problem of tainted evidence. It simply tossed
this question back to state judiciary and law enforcement. Some states
tried, alternative methods of police control. Throughout the 1930s,
however, support for the exclusionary rule grew. The California Supreme
Court explained both the dilemma and its decision to adopt the rule. "We
have been compelled to reach [this] conclusion," it stated In People v.
Cohan 41933), "because other remedies have completely failed to secure
compliance with the constitetional provisions on the part of police
officers, with :the attendant result that the courts under the old rule have
been constantly required to participate in, and in effect condone, the
lawless activities of law enforcement officers."

In 1961, the unresolved conflict between Illegally obtained evidence
and states' rights reappeared before the Supreme Court. The case. was
Mapp v. Ohio. The petitioner, Ms. Mapp lived with her young daughter in
a two -story house in Cleveland, Ohio. On May 23, 1937, Cleveland police
appeared at her door and .demanded entry. Though they gave Mapp no
explanation, they later said they were responding to a tip about a recent
bombing.

After phoning her attorney, Mapp refused to let the officers in
without a warrant. They retreated. Three hours later, reinforcements
arrived and police demanded entrance. Mapp did not respond so police
broke into the house.

Ms. Mapp was in the stairway when the polici entered. She demanded
to see their warrant. An officer waved a piece of paper at her and she
grabbed it. Before she 'could read it, officers forcibly retrieved the paper
and handcuffed the woman. They then drPaged her upstairs and searched
through the belongings and personal papers in her bedroom.

By this time, Mapp's attorney had arrived. Police would not let him
in th house. Officers continued their work searching through the .rest of
the house, including the child's bedroom. In spite of their thoroughness,
all . that officers found were some obicene materials tucked away in a
trunk in a corner of the basement. Kapp was arrested, tried for and
convicted. of possessing these materials.

During Mapp's trial and the subsequent appeals, the state never
denied that the police search was illegal. But n9 matter how badly the
police behaved, Ohio attorneys argued, their actions did not affect the

. facts of -the-caseiMapp-did-hawrobscents-materials in her basement. She
was guilty as charged and her conviction should riot be overturned. 3ust
as they had decided in Foil, the high court should let each state handle
police excesses in its own way.

The Supreme Court, however, could not tolerate such an obvious
abuse of police power...Ruling that "nothing can destroy a government
more quickly than its failure to obey its own laws," the Court threw out
Mapp's conviction and returned the case to a lower court for further
proceedings. In doing so, the Court extended the exclusionary rule to all
criminal trials in the country, both state and federal.
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The final paragraph of the majority 'opinion sheds light on this
difficult decisions

"Having once recognized . . . that the right to be secure
against rude invasions of privacy by state officers is
constitutional in origin, we can no longer permit that right to
remain an empty promise . . . . We can no longer permit it to
be revocable at the whim of any police officer who, in the
name of law enforcement itself, chooses to suspend its
enjoyment. Our decision,- founded on reason and truth, gives to
the individual no more than that which the Constitution
guarantees him, to the police officer no less than that to which
honest law enforcement is entitled, and, to the courts, that
judicial integrity so necessary in the true administration of
justice."

The Myi decision did not end national discussion of the exclusionary
rule or conflict over Its application. Recently, the Supreme Court has
been considering several exceptions to the rule.' Under one, illegally seized
evidence could be used in criminal, trials if a police officer was acting in
"good faith" or unit. a reasonably mistaken belief that the evidence was
being taken legal . Under another, a court could admit evidence taken
unlawfully if the judge believes the police would have, sooner or later,
found the evidence by legal means: Either way, the debate over the
exclusionary rule probably will continue for years to come.

Discuss the following question with your dins.'

1. What is' the exclusionary rule? Why was it established?

o It is a rule established by judicial precedent (not statute) which
states that a judge mint exclude illegally obtained evidence from
admission to court.

o The Supreme Court saw it as the only effective way of preventing
and punishing abuse of thine rights guaranteed by the Fourth and
the Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution. The Court
reasoned date

obtained evidence h humeral, tainted. If a Joke
g:21lYtainted evidence, he or she corrupts the judicial process.

o No matter how apparently coning, illegally obtained
evidence is not trustworthy. An officer who doesn't mind
breading the law to obtain, evidence cannot be trusted to
refrain from actually faldng evidence.

o Citizens will lose faith in the fairness of our judicial itotem if
it becomes obvious that the courts and law enforcement
personnel are above the law.

2. The treatment Ms. Mapp received was an extreme case of police
misbehavior. Such abuses are rare. Even so, our justice system has a
remedy for them. How was the injustice suffered by Ms. Mapp
corrected?
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o Became the Mapp cue shows such extreme abuse of dtben
rishts, It is Important for students to understand that, though the
justice syr<<tem did Injure Ms. Mspp, it alto corrected that Wiry
through judkial appeal based an constitutional protections. be
other words, two components of the legal system protected Ms.
Mapp's rights: the Constituthin and the appellate process.

.o Review the judicial steps in the Mapp case and point out how
these two components Waked togedser.

o the' posdble violation of hiapp's Fourth Amendment rights had
little bearing that the original trial. The obscene materiab
from IlaWi basement were both amvinclas end relevant to

. the crime with whit* doe.. was cheesed. The manner in Arbich
the materiali were acquired did not, to the juke's abed,
affect their rebvance. lie admitted them as evidence against
Mspp and she was convicted.'

o The caw Was appealed to the 'Ohio State Supreme Cart which
did 'consider the constitutional issues Involved. Mappes
conviction, the court ruled, was primarily based 'upon evidence
which was sembnifully, salad *sing a unlawful 'search of the
defendant's home? and "the methods employed to obtain the
(evidenced .were such as to offend 'a sense of justice."' Even
so, the Ohio tort felt that, because. police had not ebtabied
the evidence '%y the use of brutal' or offensive physical' force
against the defending the constitudowd Issue was not
Important. enough to.,justify mandrakes the conviction.

o Upon further appeal, the U.S. Supreme Court agreed that the
wards and selsire were Waded. They also dearly stated that
tabs unlawfully sodded evidence w "a denial of
the constitudemal rights of the " of theme
rights, In the Canis major epinion, . was more important
then convicting Mapp (and. protecting the citizens of Ohio from
obscenity) and the 'Cello Court** decision was reverrld.

o Students may feel that, though Mapp's injury was mentally
redressed, ft "task leo far or "was too much trouble." .Point
ort that by extendhrg the exclusidmary rule to state criminal
promedligs, the Court was matins a "short att." in the future,
accused persons whose Fourth ihmendment rights had been violated
would be more likely to someday exclude the mdawfully
obtained eviddice from the bddal trial and would not necessarily
have to appeal their casecto obtain redress.

A

3. Three of the nine Supreme Court justices who decided Mapco v, Ohio
voted against the exclusionary rule. What arguments might be used
against the rule?

o By releasing criednals, the rule punishes society rather than the
officer who committed the Illegal act.
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The rule benefits the guilty, who,are set free, but does nothing to
he innocent people who are victims of illegal but !rubbers police
searchet.

o It 'encourages police corruption became, by bungling -an arrest, the
.1 police con free crindnals (especially members of organised crime)

and blame the coats for their escape.

It does not distinguish between law enforcement officers who make
mistakes dining a -search 'or arrest and those who intentionally
disobey the law;

o There are other, better.ways of controlling police abuse.

4. According to the-Constitution, "the 'right of the people to be secure .
. . against unreasonable searches and, seizures" shall not be violated.
if the exclusionary rule were overturned, how else could citizens be
protected from police abuse? '

o Chris action. tinder federal :statutory law, and by law in .some
states, a person whole. rights have been violated by officlab

for This is a civil action, so the official isn't being
'Wake color of office" cam sue the official in. a civil court

paddled but being -adoed us maim restitution. Alki, the plaintiff
must spend considerable time and money pursuing a' civil action.

o Criminal action. The states or the Federal governmen t could pass
new criadnal laws Ito that officers who violate citizens' rights can
be prosecuted and punished as crkainals.

o Contempt of court. 3udges could cite officers who *tab evidence
illegally for contempt of court. This could amtmeaticsily suspeod
the officer from duty without pay.

o Administrative review. Some people think police abuse of citizens'
should . be treated. just like may other kind of police

It should be camidered a disciplinary problem that
deportment Midst* investigate, judge and punish internally

o Cidsen review !orde. Others think that police deportommts can't
be trusted to police themonhes. Communities should set up review
bawds composed of ordinary citizens to judge and punish
complaints against the police.

5. 'Take another look at the survey results. How strong is support for
the exclusionary rule? Du you agree with this opinion? Why or why
not?

o Swaim the response to Survey Statement 6 and ask students to
state and support their opinions.

When this discussion is complete, have students read "Davis v.
Miss " page 12.



Davis v. Mississippi .

On the evening of December 2, 1965, Ms. N was raped in her. home in
Meridian, .Mississippi. She could provide police with no better description
of her assailant than that he .was a black youth. The only other lead in
the case was a set of fingerprints found on a windowsill in Ms. N's home:
Police atiumed: these were made by.the assailant as he entered the house.

While investigating the crime, Meridian police took at least 24 black
youths to the police station. There they were fingerprinted and routinely
questioned. These detentions were made Without warrant, but the youths
were held only briefly.4,,All were released without charge. Police
questioned an additronal 40' W 50 black youths at the police station, at
school, or on the streett.

John Davis, a black 14-year-old who occasionally did yardwork. for
Ms. N, was fingerprinted and questioned on December 3rd. During the,. rlext
four days, John was questioned several times in his home, in a car, and
at the police station. The police apparently hoped to get information
about other youths; suspected of the crime.

In addition, John was repeatedly taken to. Ms. N's hospital room.
Officers wanted to provide Ms. N -with "a gauge to `go by on size and
color" so she could more accurately describe her assailant. Not once
during these examinations did Ms. N identify. John as her assailant.

On December 12, John was again picked up .ty the police. This time
they drove him 90 'miles to Jackson, Mississippi and jailed him overnight.
The next morning, he was given' a lie detector test. and interrogated. He
was then driven back to Meridian.

On December 14, John was fingerprinted a second time. Later that
day,, police sent these prints, along with 23 sets collected from other
suspects, to the F.B.I. After, running a comparison, the F.B.I. reported
that John's prints matched those' taken from Ms. N's windowsill. John was
indicted and tried by jury for the December 2nd rape.

John's arrest and detention from December 12 to December 14 were
illegal. There is no question on this point. Before they can make an
arrest, the police must have either a warrant from a, judge or probable
cause to believe a person 'has committed a crime. In John's case, the
police had neither. In addition, John was not allowed to see an attorney,
which is also Illegal. The fingerprints sent to the F.B.I. were, then, the
product of an illegal detention.

John's December 3rd detention may or may not have been legal.
Again, John was detained without a warrant or probable cause. The police
were employing "dragnet" procedures and paid little attention to the
rights of those they questioned. On the other hand, no one was held long
and, according to the Meridian poke, the dragnet proCedures were
normal. The December 3rd prints may have been taken legally. However,
these were not the prints the received.

During the trial, John's /attorney tried to suppress the fingerprints.
The set sent to the F.B.I. Was clearly the result of an illegal detention.
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The' other set IS police possession was questionable. Neither set, argued
the attorney, nor any' information about them was admissible under the
exclusionary rule.

The trial judge disagreed and the prosecution presented the prints as
idence. During the trial, Ms. N, under oath, positively identified John ase
r assailant. John. was convicted and sentenced. to life Imprisonment.

.1' Could this judgment be appealed? Since Judges in appeals courts did
not preside at the original trial they have no way of deciding whether-
the evidence and facts presented were Convincing. They must; therefore,
accept the jury's findings about "matters of fact."' Appeals courts. can,
however, review "matters of. law": Was the trial conducted properly? Did
the judge correctly interpret the law? Was the Constitutionilpheld?

..

. .

John's attorney thought the fingerprints should have been excluded.
Arguing that the trial judge's decision we* improper and that his client's
rights had been violated, the attorney appealed to Mississippi's Supreme

.
Court. -

The court, however, agreed with the judge. In its opinion, the
fingerprints were -0 particularly "trustworthy" means of identificatkm.
Prints taken lawfully were exactly the same as those taken. unlawfully.
Since, unlike other evidence, they could not be tainted by the way in
which they were collected, fingerprints were not subject to the
exclusionary rule.

John's attorney again appealed and, early in 1969, the U.S. Supreme
Court heard the case. The Court was considering 43 one question:

Should John Davis' fingerprints have been excluded as 'evidence
at his jury trial because tiny were the product of a detention
which was illegal under the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendnients
to the United States Constitution?

The. Petitioner; John Davis, said yes. The Respondent, the State of
Mississippi, said no.

Discuss the .following kioetions, with your dass.

1. Who was. John Davis? What crime was he charged with?

o Sohn Dads. was a 14-year-old black youth from Median,
alississippi. Ile was waned of raping a white woman for whom he
did yardwork.

2. What was the evidence against him? What was controversial about the
evidence?

fbigesprints matched a set, of fingerprints taken from the
windowsill of the *tines how&

o At least one and possibly 'both sets of fingerprints were taken
daring illegal detention/arrest.
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3. How was the way In which police treated John unlawful?

o They detained and questioned him without 'probate cause or a
warrant on December 3 and several times over the next ten days
(for instance, when they took him to the isoopital).

o They detained him from December 12 through 14 without probable
cause or a warrant.

o They denied idol actess to an attorney during detention and
interrogation. :

o Students may mention: that IDavis was not 'informed of his rights.
HOWeVilf,, this was not unlawful in 1963.. The Miranda decision was
not handed down until p66.

4. Do yok. think it makes any difference that the F.B.I. received John's
December 14th fingerprints rather than those taken on the 3rd? Why
or why not?

o The prints. taken an the 3rd were less likely to be suppressed
under the eudusianary rile because police behavior was .las
suspect on the, 3rd than .an the 14th.

o On the other hind, what real difference is there between the two
set of prints? Since fingerprints are the same every time they're
taken, the circumstances of the detention could net possibly effect
they reliabilitY as si means of Identification; The PAX could have
used fingerprints from the 3rd,- the 14th or -3onuary '7th with the
as result. Students should note that the. Mississippi Supreme
Court based its dralidon on this reasoning.

5. On what grounds was' John's case appealed?

o Because a major piece of evidence against him was the product of
an unlawful detention/arrest.

4 A

6. Would the fingerprint evidence have an effect on yourvdpinion-about
whether John DaVii was guilty or not?

.7.

o Solm might seem /guilty became his fkigerprints were found on' the
victim's whidoiniU and because she positively identified him as her

c,

assailant under oath.
.

o 3olet might seem innocent because, since he did yardwork for the
victim, his fingerprints, around her house were net necessarily out
of Oace and because she did not identify him as her assailant*rft the several times he was token to °her hospital room.

o bn either case, the ikqperprint evidence is critical to an opkdon
about 3olm's rilt, Students .thould note that, in all likelihood its
esdusion would have affected the outcome of the trial.

When the Supreme Court heard this case, they were considering only
one question. What question?
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o Should the fingerprints be excluded ,as evidence because they writ
theoresult of an' unlawful detention/arrest? q

o Be sure students sitderstatd that the court was not considering
Davis' guilt.

MSC* THREE

Have students read "On Appeals" page 13.

5442eel

you sat on the Supreme Court, how would:you rule on John's case?
Waulis you.exclude the fingerprints? "On Appeal" ,will help, you decide. In
this activity, the Supreme Court's procedures are simplified to the
following steps:

1. Attorney teams foi the Petitioner (the party making an appeal) and
..for the Respondent prepare arguments to support their positions, and
present these to a Court of nine Justices. Each side is allowed four

'minutes for its -presentation.

.A.4 the Court hears the arguments, any Justice .can interrupt to ask
questions. After th sides have presented, .the Justices can ask
additional quest aboUt the case.

3. The chief Justice esses the Court for deliberation. Each Justice in
turn eXplains his her opinion.. After all Piave spoken, the Chief
Justice, moderates al five-minute conference in which -Zustices try to
change each otheirie minds. At the end of the conference, the
Justices ;take a final vote.

Appoint two teeing of four to 'six students each, one to act .as
attorneys for the Petitioner, aliani Davis, and one to represent the
Respondent, the State of Mispi. 'Mee teams should read the
"Attorney instructions?. page. 13, and prepare their presentations. Have the
rest of the dais read the °Justice instructions; page 13.

a Attorney Instructions

As attorneys, you are responsible. for presenting the r Jurt with the
best explanation fon .

o Why the fingerprints should be excluded (if you represent the
Petitioner, John Davis); or

o Why the fingeiprints 'should' not be. exclOed (if you represent the
Respondent, the Stew of Mississippi).

World% with yolk, team, write down the following 'information:

o A clear, brief statement of your position
o At least two facts from the case which support your position
o An explanation of how each fact supports your positkin
o One previous court decision which supports your position
o One reason why your position is fair to Davis
o One reason why a Court decision in your favor will benefit society
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Make an outline ordering this information so that all of it can be
included in your four - minute presentation. Decide which team members will
present which Information. Finally, assign at least one team member to
answer the Justices' questions. He or she should prepare by carefully
reviewing the case description.

Justice Instructions

When preparingto hear arguments, Supreme Court Justices review
documents about a ckse. and Identify the questions they want to ask the
attorneys. What don't you understand about Davis, v. Mississippi? What
facts do you want clarified? Which of their clients' actions would you
like the attorneys to Justify or explain?

3ustices also prepare by reviewing previous Court decisions. Which of
the cases you read about in "The Exclusionary. Rule" could be applied to
this case? Remember, when you make your decision about Davis v.
Mississippi, you must 'consider theselprecedents, but you are not bound by
them. Many Amerleans today would like the Court to reverse its previous °

stands on-the exclusionary rule.

!Me attorney teams are preprint; work through the following,
activity bated an the Nalco instructions, with the rest of the dam.
Begin bY rotriewkqg previous *Cart decisions abojit the exclusionary rule,
As students recall these decisions, adc how each might be applied in the
Davis case. incorporate Ike following poi in the doss discumion.

o Therrier (I31) and Masks (l i$) decisions applied to federal
WA.. Since is a state trial, the excludociary

could be appfed to it IWW the Court's-1961 Allem v, Ohio, decision.

co' The Cart's reasoning in all tiree deckdons-Akii only way to curb
police abuse" acid "fruit of a poisoned treedoe i apply to tile Dark
vase. Ask students*

P
o Did police abuse Davis? VIII ruling in Davis, favor s future

abuse? VIII miring against Davis make the Perth an
"empty promise," as the Court suggested in fte?

o Can Overprints be *tainted" likes collecting fingerprints in an
unlawful fashion affect their validity as evidence? If so, how?

o Remind students that,
biting.

ough previous Court declaims must be
considered, they are not .For instance, if students feel fte
is a violation of states" rights they can reverse that. decision.

0016, this discussion . by dividing students kilo nine snail
liplake that, as 3ustices, they must prepare questions to aidrurehe
attorneys ducks the oral presentaticins. Point out questions raised during
the discussion. about. the facts of the case or the bans involved, (Lev is
there any evidence that police mistreated Doivis? lbw do ilississippi police
justify their treatment of Davis?) Ask each group to .writz four questions:
two for the Petitioner and two for din Regiondent.
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L' When small groups' have written their questions, select one student

charged with and answering their groups'' questions daring the "On
from each si outo on the Cart. The selected students should be

Appear activity. to be sure attorney teams are prepared. lect a
student timekeeper and a Chief Statics; both these students should

Se
review

the instructions in *On Appeal," page 13.

When everyone is ready, ask the Chief Sus** to call the Court to
order and proceed as directed In the activity instructions. The Petitioner's
team should poled first. The timekeeper should interrupt if time limits
are esoeeded. Map spent mewed% 3ustices' questions should not be
counted against a tease's time limit.) After the presettations, the Court
should recess. All studento should observe this conference, though none
but Suede's may participate. When the decision has been rendered, discuss
Joe folbwing questions with your dass.

The Judgment,

le How well did Davis' attorneys present their case? Did they leave out
any important information? Were their arguments sound and reasonable?

2. How well did the Respondent present its case? Was any important
information left out? Were Mississippi's arguments valid?

3. Did the Justices ask the right questions duiing the presentations?
During their conference, what arguments did they consider? Did they
ignore any important arguments?

4. Does the Justices' decision support or reject the exclusionary rule?
Do you agree with their decision? Would the people you surveyed
support this decision?

o In general, a decision for Davis supports .the rule; a decision for
Allsaisdppi rejects it. However, the Sustices could render a
decision 1F Mississippi and say, that, though they support the rule,
it doesn't apply to the circumstances of this case.

o Take a clam hind. vote to determine support of the dodgem and
ask individuab to exploit their views. Then, compare the 'decision
with the response to Survey Statement 6.

3. U.S. Supreme Court decisions are made by a process similar to the
one you just tried, except:

o Attorneys for the Petitioner and Respondent must give the Court
detailed written arguments, called briefs, before the case is heard.
Because Supreme Court decisions set precedents which affect the
entire nation, other interested parties can air their views about a
case in Friend-of-the-Court briefs.

o During oral arguments, each side is allowed only one hour which
includes questioning by the Court. This time limit is strictly
enforced.
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o When the Court , reaches a decision, the Chief Justice assigns
someone to write an explanation of the majority opinion. Justices
who disagree or aidlike the majority's reasoning may write their
own dissenting opinions.

Do you think this process is fair?thy or why not?

o Process is fair because
o Both sides have equal and ample opportunity to presen t

argunientny
o her-lterested parties can contribute.

o The winning opinion is farmed by a majority of well-informed
Judge&

o Process is unfair because
o The dedsion is 'made by only a handful of people. Omportant

deckloas like this should be made by a much larger group,
should be voted an, etc.) . .

6. Your teacher will explain the Supreme. Court's decision in Davis v.
Mississ I 0949). Compare both the judgment, and the reasoning

it with your own,

The Nodule decided in favor of Davis, the Petitioner (6 in favor
of Davis; 2 in favor of Mississippi; 1 not present). Davis' case was
returned to the Mississippi tenets for further proceedings.

o Justice ikennan wrote the majority opinion. lie stated:
o There's no difference* between is and other kinds of

evidence. Beyond that, MIssis is missing the point. no
make an eaception for illegally seised evidence which is
mustworthy would fatally undermine" the exclusionary wile's use
as a sanction asidest police excesses. .

o The December 12th through the 14th detention was clearly
illegal. The December ird detention was alto invalid because
the police had no intention of charging Davis at that point.
The Pour* Amendment applies to investigations as well as

arrests.) Mississippi presented no evidence to suggest that the
Meridian police were acting in good faith at any time during
their entire Investigation and arrest.. This is just the kind of
police abuse that the exclusionary rule was intended to punish.

o The disseiders argued:
o Juice Maas It's another example of the Cart "blowing up

the Faith Amendment's scope so that its origbuti authors
would be hard put to recognise their creation."

o Justice Stewart, Both sets of fingerprints were illegally token,
bit the exclusionary rule shouldn't be extended to cover
fingerprints. It shouldn't be used to punish police, but to expel
tainted or questionable evidence. Fingerprints, because they
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*can be 'endlessly and exactly reproduced," aren't questionaide
evidence. again, was the bilssissippl Supreme Court
reasonies.)

o awe students compare the Supreme Cowes reasoning with that
used In their own dockdam.

Students should &cum whether or not they think the Supreme
Court's decision In fat to the seamed sailor to society. Rabe
these points it's fair to thy;, accused because It upholds ids or her
right to fat. trial. and to Protection from police abuse; it's fair
to society because it upholds every bidividiat's. right to these two
protections it's unfair to society V it releases a criminal 'without
appropriate pcmishment. This nay send a message to other
criminals that, as they me less ace* to be punbhed for their
crimes, they can commit crimes with impunity.

7. In 3une and 3uly, 1984, the Supreme Court approved these exceptions
to the exclusionary rule.

o Courts can admit illegally seized evidence if it is more likely than
not that, in time, police would have discovered the evidence
legally.

o Evidence gathered by police acting in good faith can be admitted
if the police are reasonably relying on a search warrant which
turns out to be technically defective or, through a judge's error,
turns out not to be based on probable cause.

Would either of these exceptions have changed your decision in Davis
v. Mississippi? Do you think they're fair? Explain your answers.

o The first exception (Nix v. WHIpaos) would impact the Davis case
as the police could many haws obtained Davisls 'fingerprint in a
lawful mouser. Students shadd acme how this might or might
n ot have affected their decisions.

u Owed on their study of this unit, students should state and
support their opinions about dose exceptions.

Exclusionary nib corns appear before the Supreme Court on a
relatively regular basis. As research pteinct, have students
investigate how Court dedsions in the recent past have affected
the rub. Also ask the class to watch far and report en current
Court rulings.



Unit 3

Overview

Lesson .1:

There Ought to Be a Law

Student Edition, page 14; Instructor's Manual, page 41

"The Public's Rights"Interview activity about causes of and solutions
to the crime problem

"Official Responses"--Class discussion of interview. results

Lesson 2: . Student Edition, page 15; Instructor's Manual, page 44

"The State of StatenReading and discussion which describes pending
anti-crime legislation in a hypothetical state

" Representative" - .Reading and activity simulating legislative committee
action

"District Descriptions"

Lesson 3: Student Edition, page 14 Instructor's Manual, page 51

"Oa the Floor"--Reading and activity simulating a legislative session
"State's Law"--Reading about State's legislative process
"Response and Responsibility"Class discussion to debrief the

simulation and examine legislators' responsibilities

This unit was designed to complement instruction about the legislative
branch of government and/or_government at. the state level. Its goals are:

;

o To examine the costs and benefits of restricting the rights of
accused persons in order to protect society's rights;

o To describe and demonstrate the legislative process at the state
level.

Objectives

After completing Unit 3, students will be able to

Recall the major steps in the legislative process.

2. With reference to the opinions of community officials, describe at
least two causes of and two solutions to the crime problem.

3. State and defend a personal opinion about whether or not Individual
rights should be restricted to preserve the public welfare.

Preearetke

o Students should read the section of their textbook which describes
the legislative process and the structure and rowers of state
government.
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o You will needs

o Sufficient copies of THE CRIME QUESTION, Student Edition,
for distribution to your class.

. LEM* ONE

Haw studen::-. read pays 1445, "The Public's Rights"

The Public's Riahts

Our Constitution does an excellent job of identifying and protecting
the political rights of every American. But,. in addition to ow rights to
petition, speak freely and assemble, to bear arms and demand equal
treatment under the law, don't we also have the right to. live in safe
cities, to walk at night without fear? Haven't we the right to be
protected from each other as well as from the government?

Violent crimes are violations of the victim's rights to liberty,
property and, sometimes, life. They are also violations of the public's
rights to security and safety...3ust as our government must protect the
individual rights of the accused and the victim, so must it protect
society's rights, so must it "promote the general welfare" and "insure
domestic tranquility." To do this, government must stop violent crime.

I How is this to be accomplished? Should we tackle the effects of
crime? Or eliminate its causes?. What are.othose causes? What solutions
have been suggested? Which are supported by the people in your
community who must regularly cope with crime? To answer these
complicated questions intervlow one of the following, people:

o A judge. Contact a judge's association or work through a court clerk.

o A criminal lawyer. Contact the bar association.

o A law enforcement officer. Contact the police or highway patrol's
public relations office.

o A hearing officer or case worker in the Juvenile Justice system.
Contact your court's juvenile division.

o The owner of a market or another business likely to face the problem
of armed robbery. Contact the Chamber of Commerce.

o A public defender. Contact the public defender's office.

o A probation officer. Contact the probation department of your county
or municipal court.

o An assistant to a city councilperson or state legislator. Politicians
usually have offices throughout their districts to serve constituents.
Contact the community service or public relations person at one of
these offices.



torking with the others in your group, speak to the appropriate
agen y and identify an indivldual to interview. Contact that person. After
expla ing your purpose, arrange a convenient time for . him or her to
answer your questions. The Interview can be conducted over the phone,
but You may wish to visit your subject's offices.

1 .
%

Owing the interview, get thorough answers to the following questions.

1. Is there a significant crime prqblem in this community? If so, what
is the nature of the problem?

2. What are the major copses of crime in this community?

3. What are the major causes of the nation's violent crime problem?

4. What steps should be taken to reduce crime in this ,community?

3. What steps should be taken to solve the nation's crime problem?

After completing the interview, write a brief report explaining- the
answers you received.

Divide the dass into eight groups and assign one of the individuals
listed above to each group. We suggest you all at least a week for
students to conduct their interviews and prepare reports.' What the
assignment has been completed, discuss kthe following questions with your
dass.

Official Res_,,es

1. What significant crime problems exist in your community? Were you
aware of these problems before your interviews with officials? Do you
know of important community 'crime problems which officials did not
mention?

o Be are at least one student from each group responds to this
question. Depending CM the community answers may include sang
violence, street muggings, shoplifting, home burgieries, armed
robberies, etc. if officials provided statistics or aseabtee about
comminity crime, have students /hare these.

o Discuss how students become aware of crime problems, Le., ;mews
media, 'gossip, personal experience.

2. According to the people you interviewed, what causes crime in your
community? What's causing our national crime problem? Is there a
difference?

o Students should deans their subjects' answers, which might includes

o Poverty, unemployment and other diffiadt social conditions
cause people to turn to crime.

o Young people are not taught respect for the law; society has
become too lax.



Judges have too much dberetionery power and are soft on
crkelnals. Tie courts favor, alminers rights over society's
rights.

o The court system is too clogged to be useful anymore.

o The penalties for crime aren't harsh enough.

o Lavounkers don't appropriate enough money to prevention*,
detection and punishment.

o taw enforcement is understaffed, ordertrained, underpaid and
wet do a good job.

o Police set a bad example by discrimbrating against minority
groups or ignoring the law while making arrests.

o Ordheary citizens don't do enough to prevent crime; won't
cooperate with the police.

3. The people you interviewed have different perspectives on the crime
problem. These differences are reflected in the causes each person
identified. Which official's perspective do you most closely agree

. with? In your opinion, what are the major causes of crime?

o Identify a few examples of conflicting opinion and explore why
such. differences might ocar. How are the individuals' views
affected by their occupations? Their connections with the justice
system?

o Students should state and support their opinions about the awes
of 'crime with reference' to the views of interviewed offidals.

4. On the board, compile a list of .the solutions suggested by those you.

interviewed. Include steps to reduce community crime as well as
solutions to the national crime problem. Was any one solution
suggested by a majority of the officials you Interviewed?

o Incorporate solutions noted in each of the eight interviews into
one master list. Note any duplications and. briefly disarm each
solution.

S. Take a ti vote to determine which' solution your class mostly strongly
supports. How much dO you think it would cost to put this solution
into practice in your state?

o When your class has selected one solution, work with students to
identify the steps or tasks needed to bsplement this solution in
your state and assess an' swoximate cost for each step.

6. Imagine you are a member of a state legislature. A survey shows that
a majority of the people in your state support the solution chosen by
your class. What, if any, action would you take? ,Why?

o As they discuss whether or not they would pass legislation to
implement the solution, students should consider the followings
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o Now can legIslaftrelbe owe , that the army population
accurately represents the sentiments of ail constitioents?

O New is the public Nicely to react to the colt of this Solution?
o is the majority necesismily right? On the ane band, he will of

majority must be respected... Legislators who Ignore the
amberns cadd lese their .Best .election. On the other

the mejoritycannOt be esioacted wholly to uadsretsnd an
New as complicated as crime. Afoot majority opinion is often
swiped by. irrational "aoth bonne

o What if. the: legisistoris personal opinion differs from the
save Leglsietors must accommodate their CalidegKell as well
as their censtItuonts.

LESSON TWO

Nave students read *The State of State," pages 16-I6.

The State of State

Almost four million people live in your state. Many of those who live
in rural areas farm their own land. Other rural residents work for a few
large corporatiass which raise hogs, cattle, ern and wheat for the
national market. The automobile, textile, cloth g and computer hardware
industries provide employment for many of State's two million
city-dwellers. Because of its beautiful scenery and excellent recreational
facilities, tourism also contributes to State's economy.

As a member of the State Assembly, you are aware that crime in
State is 'rereads% at an alarming rate. Over the past two years, the
number of violent crimes and major thefts in all urban areas has doubled.
Last summer a tourist, the teenage son of a Danish diplomat, was killed
during a liquor store holdup in Springville, State's largest city. For a few
weeks, State's crime problem made national headlines. The crime rate is
still rising rapidly, even in rural areas which once seemed quite safe.

Early in the current legislative session, Assemblyperson Alan Parsons
introduced a bill to help solve State's crime problem. Following normal
procedures, Parsons presented his idea to the Legislative Reference
Service which rewrote the - *petal in legal language. It was then filed
with the Assembly's clerk, wno assigned it a number. AB680.

Assembly Bill 680

Provision 1: Any person convicted of a felony shall, upon
conviction of a second and separate felony, be
sentenced -to serve five (5) years in addition to the
sentence imposed for the second offense. This penalty
is mandatory and will be served without possibility of
parole.

4,

Provision 2: Any person arrelted for a felony offense shall, upon
conviction oaf second and separate felony, be
sentenced to serve three (3) years m addition to the



sentence imposed for the second offense. This penalty
is mandatory, except where the felon was judged
innocent of the first offense, and will be served

° without possibility of parole.

Provision 3: Any juvenile convicted of a felony offense shall, upon
arrest for a second and separate felony, be tried as
an adult and, upon conviclon, sentenced to an adult
corrections facility.

Once a bill is numbered, the Speaker of the Assembly assigns it to
committee for investigation and recommendations. Those supporting AB680
wanted It sent to the Con)mittee on Justice. and Legal Reform, controlled
by conservatism legislators who -would" speed the bill along. The bill's
opponents, however, pushed for the more liberal

table
on Prisons and

Corrections, whose men0ers were sure to table it. In a spirit of
compromise, the Speaker sent AB680 to the Committee on Urban and
Rural Policies. Though It dtdn't normally review criminal measures, this
committee was politically balanced. Its would at least give the bill a fair
hearing.

As expected, the Committee's hearings on AB680 lasted for months.
Police, prison officials, concerned citizens and even a few former felons
testified about what AB680 might do to State's crime rate. Some argued
it would protect the public by removing ..criminals. Others said it would
hurt society by undermining' important rights. Some claimed it would
overcrowd the prison*, causing riots. Others suggested it would frighten
criminals Into leaving State.

After listening to all the testimony, Committee members , considered
their options. They must discuss each provision Of AB680 and, by majority
vote, decide whether to:

o Pass the provision and send It to the full Assembly with a
recommendation for approval.

o Defeat the provision and send it to the. full .Assembly with a
recommendation for dismissal,

o Amend It. After strengthening or weakening the provision by
cWnit its .wording, send it to the full Assentbiy with a
recommendation for approval.

o Table it. Union 'a majority votes to pass, defeat or amend a
iiiTiTsion, it cannot leave Committee and ba considered by the full
Assembly. By refusing to take action an a bill, legislators can
defeat It without risking an official and perhaps unpopular
position. This process is called tabling the bill.

As the time for a decision approached, debate grew more heated.
What would the Committee decide?

Discuss the folic 4 questions with your den.
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1. How many people live in State?, How do they make their livings?

o At 4,000,000 people. State's industries Include small. farms,
ageibagimess, auto smaidacturing, toadies, computer hardware and
tourism.

2. Describe State's crime problem.

o Is when areas, inddence of violent crime and major theft doubled
in the pest two yews bt urban areas. The crime rate is alio rising
le viral areas.

o An importrat tourist was killed in a violent aims, attracting
national ateda coverage.

3. How does Assemplyperson Parsons propose to solve the crime problem?
Did any of the officials you interviewed recommend: similar solutions?

o ABM will extend Jail semitones of Mitten or career felons, time
keeping thou off the streets. Compare this with the sedition
noted donne interviews.

a Cade obadast oompreheasion of each provision of the bill.

o Provision I aids five: yews (mandatory and without parole) to
tha sentence of a person upon his or We second felony
camiction. 0

o Provkdon 2 alai three years (mandatory and without parole) to
the sentence ad a person who's convicted of a felony if the
person ems ever arrested for a felony before, unless the poison
was Imbed immolate

o Provision 3 waives juvenile court Jurisdiction for any young
person who's attested for a .felony offense if he or she has
bees previously coevicted of a felony. Be are pow students
miderstald that, under normal circumstances, imatedies wrested
for crimes (felonies, inhilemeanors or acts of delinquency) we
treated differently ,then adults. *voiles are detain:14r=
arrested; the hearing process for juveniles is mole
than a criminal trial; regards are kept private; etc. amenities
are not normally incercerated with !dulls.

4. A8610 protects the public by removing habitual criminals from
society. To do this effectively and efficiently, A136110 ignores some of
the rig* usually. guaranteed to persons accused' or convicted of
crimes. Which rights?

a it could -be argued that Provision 1 should be interpreted as a
violation of the Eighth Amendment 'which forbids cruel and unwind
purdelmient. However, the Supreme Court recently mled against
this arepeaust (Rummel v. Texas, IND) mid upheld the states'

=impose addition or harsher posiddes against convicted
who could be proved giabitual offenders." ,
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o b addition, mistily to the 'second and separate felony clause
le Provision 1, standouts should mote that the law could be 'used*
to add flvs yaws to the 'sentence of first-time attendees. For
emstripies, 1111010111r with no.polke record- robs a liqrsor store
with a pis, Set elsorged with-, two sepsis* felt* offenses:
amid rebinerreor, robbing the store) end ggrawated ossauft
(for threatening the'' desk With s'a gun). If convicted of both,
slur could.- receive a five-year habitual felon sentence In
additian to her two sentonces for the two crimes, even though
ifs her first often*.

o Because Provision 2 pamhhes a person far prior arrests rather than
prior convictksis, it might be interpreted as a violation of the
Fifth indict 'Fourteenth Amendments, Students should note that!

o The provision was included because ny *Ms arrested far
crimes are never convicted even when there's enough evidence
to assume a guilty, verdict. The government often pIeskoargatins
eases, ',Waft a Ora* arrested for a felony to plead guilty
to a lesser fire., so as to avoid the esperse of a jury trial.
Or the government's case might be Invalidated by procedural
errors under the endusimary rule. AB610 is attempting to
catch and punish habitual felons who escape coovictionthrough
such meow
The proVislin assumes a person is guilty until proven bailment.
it violates the light 10 due process by punishing a person for
way arrest which doesn't result hr. an innocent lict. Many
arrested persons never come to trial. What if the government
drops the cese. for ladt of evidence against the accused? What
.11 the accused successAdly.proves a false west?

o Provision 3 may violate the Fourteenth Amendment by denying
Juveniles the equal protection of the law. Some states' have passed
laws' to automatically waive Juvenile jurisdiction for people over a
certain e (15, 16 or 17) and acomed of violent _crises. More
saalIy,àclolma about waiver are 'aide on a me-by-can best
and several factors - the seriousness at violence of the aim, the
offender's age, school and work record, sophistical* and
maturity, and previous criminal record - are taken into
consklenstian,.

S. Why was ABM, a bill about crime,
Policies Committee which usually disc
legislative committees impact bills?
options regarding A8680?

sent to the Urban and Rural
usses land development? Now do

What were this Committee's

o Carmwens wanted to and the MU to the 3ustice and Legal
Reform CAmmitmo, where It would be automatically passed.
Liberals wanted it sent to dm Prisons and Corrections Committee,
where it would be automatically .killed. The Speaker of the,
Assembly, who controls such *dale" compromised and sent the
bill to a neutral committee.
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o Students *odd note that bilk often end up In the *wrong"
coomoitties In both state and federal legbdatures.

o Committees bold heady", to investigate the merits of bilk,
consider amendments, an make recommendations to the legislature
abort passage. 3ust as no dtixen can lamp totally Wormed about
all important issues, no legislator ay become an expert about all
bilk. The comiktee structure allows each legislator to
concentrate on a few issues.

o Check student comprehension of the four Committee options listed
in the texts pass, defeat, amend and table.

After completing this discussion, have students read "Representative,"
Par 16.

Representative

You and your classmates, acting as members of the Urban and Rural
Policies Committee, will determine what happens to AB680. Consider the
consequences of the law. Will it help or harm State? !low much; will
AB680 cost and where will that money come from? Like all duly elected
representatives, you must look at these questions from two points of view.

o What is your own personal opinion? Often representatives are
elected because voters trust their personal decisions. How do you
feel ,about AB680? Is it a step in the right direction? Or should
the Assembly concentrate on other solutions?

0

o What are your constituents' opinions? Each of you was elected by
voters in one district, an area with special 'concerns and needs.
Your responsibility as a representative includes consideration of
these needs. When your teacher assigns you to a district, read
through Its description and find out what your constituents think.

These two perspectives may or may not conflict. If they do, you must
decide which to support. Which opinion. is more practical? What will
happen if you vote against your constituents on AB680? Can you find a
compromise position?

After identifying your position as a representative, work with others
on the Committee, most of whom come from different districts, to hammer
out a decision about AB680. Begin by selecting a chairperson, who should
follow these procedures:

1. Call the meeting to order and read Provision 1 aloud.

2. Call on each Committee member in turn to discuss his or her position
and recommendations.

3. Vote on whether to pass this provision as it stands. If a majority
votes "Yes," move on to the next provision.
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4. If a majority does not vote "Yes," then vote on whether to defeat.,
the provision. if a majority .votes to defeat, move on to the next
provision.

3. -If i there is no majority to pass or defeat the provision, ask Committee
members to state and discuss any proposed amendments. Consider
these amendnients one at a time and vote on each. Alter the text of
the provision to reflect any amendments apprond by the majority.
Then go on to the next provision.

6. If the Committee does not pass, defeat or amend the Rrovision, table
It. (Note that Committee.. members who want to table the 'provision
should vote to defeat all other actions or should abstain from voting.)

7. Repeat these steps as necessary for all three provisions.

S. When its work is complete, the Committee should prepare a brief
report noting the action taken on each 'provision. Be 'sure to include
the full text of any. amendments you decided to make.

When students have read the bishuctions, have them cyst off 1
through 5, mid read the District Description, shave17, *Ads corresponds
to the appropriate number. Theo divide the doss Into &hall groups, making
sure that at least. One from each district is In each group.
to addition, each Of an odd number of members. If
this is not of evem-inembeted groups should vote
only to break a tie. When the (Committees) have been formed, tell.
students to select diairpersons and dedde MUM fate by following the
procedures noted above.

DISTRICT 1

This is a district of affluent suburbs. Many of your constituents hold
important positions in business and society. Having worked their way up,
they strongly support the system they've found so rewarding.

Th; businesses in your district are
Your constituents' homes, too, are
prosperous areas. As theft increases, so
of unlucky citizens who happen to cross

prosperous and frequently obbed.
targets for burglars fr less
do the injuries, rapes and deaths
the robbers' paths.

Your constituents want action now, but they are concerned about the
cost. They do not, want their property or income taxes to go up. In
addition, several groups want to limit A8680's scope. They don't think it
should cover drug offenses, gambling and other victimless or "white collar"
crimes.

DISTRICT 2

Your district includes State's major industrial areas and the suburbs
where workers live. Your constituents make reasonable livings, but there's
never much mone9 left over at the end of the month. Recent economic
woes hit your district hard, causing more than 3,000 lay-offs.
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In the past, the area's crime was limited to auto thefts, under-age
drinking, and an occasional liquor store holdup. Recently, and with
alarming regularity, more violent crimes are occurring. Factories report
vandalism, arson and robberies. Street muggings have become commonelace.

Your constituents are frightened, but ulsure of the best solution.
Some believe State needs' stronger sanctions against criminals. Many blame
their inadequate police force. A large group thinks most of the crime is
caused by young people whose parents and, teachers have been "too soft."
According to den people, State's alme4ighting money would be best
spent catching and punishing juvenile criminals.

DISTRICT 3

State University's largest campus is in your district, which also
includes some of Springville.'s residential suburbs and June Lake, an
important recreational area. Though the district's crime rate is rising, the
problem is not as serious as it= is elsewhere. The UniVersity's crime,
mostly caused by students, is dealt with by the.. campus =security force.
.Police have. beefed up patrols around June' Lake and% are successfully
protecting tourists in that area.

Though constituents from June Lake want State to., calm tourists'
fears by taking Weil-publicized action against crime, most voters,
especially near the. University, think. AB680 is constitutional. The
American legal system,.they reason, is based on Lair triaLand presumption
of innocence. r. A136110 destroys both these important principles: People in
your district feel so strongly about this issue that they are threatening to
recall representatives who support the bill.

DISTRICT 4

The people in your entirely rural district live in small -towns or on
isolated farms. Many work for large agricultural companies. Others make a
living off the land and the summer. tourist trade. In general, your
constituents support AB680, but 'some wonder whether it goei far enough.

.Though your district has always had its share of crime, large farms
have. recently .suffered payroll robberies. In the past six months, these
thieves have netted almost a half million dollars. All evidence suggests
that highly-organized urban gangs are expanding their operation. Local
police think these pangs are also responsible for the increase in rapes and
assaults in your district.

Your constituents believe that the only way to stop the armed
robberies is to capture those responsible and punish them harshly. Some
residents think that unhelpful city authorities are interfering with lot- 1

police efforts to handle this task. Others threaten to take matters into
their own hands.

DISTRICT 3

Your constituents live in the inner city and, for the most part, they
are poor. Though some are on welfne, most work at jobs which pay only



the minimum wage. ,Since there Is little industry in the district, most
workers must commute long distances.

As the crime rate rises in other areas, it is dropping in your district.
This may be due to several community-organized programs which
encourage citizen participation in law enforciement and help troubled
juvenlieestraighten out their lives. In spite of imprcivements, yourdistrict
still leads the state in homicides.

For a number of reasons your constituents strongly oppose AB680.
First, they feel that police often hirass poor people without Just cause.
AB680 could turn these false arrests into prison sentences. Second, many
Juveniles in your district have had at least one brush with the law. Your
constituents don't want any of their children locked up with adults
because of previous unfortunate incidents.

Finally, your constituents feel that the programs they've established
are reducing crime and would like State to try ,these programs in other
districts. Instead of 'addressing the basic social and economic causes of
crime, they fear AB680 will create tension by setting the people against
the police.

LESSON TWEE
4

Weak Through *On the Floor; page 18t with your aka.

On the Floor.=110
In its report on AB680, the Urban and Rural Policies Committee

recommended that the full Assembly pass Provision 1 and an amended
version of Provision 3. It tabled Provision 2. The bill then read:

Provision Any person convicted of a felony shall, upon conviction of
a second and separate felony, be, sentenced to serve five
(3) years In addition to the sentence imposed for the
second offense. This penalty is mandatory and will be
served without possibility of parole.

Provision 2: (Formerly Provision 3) Any juvenile convicted of a felony
offense shall, upon conviction of a second and separate
felony, be sentenced to an adult correctional facility.

The Committee's report upset Assemblyperson .'arsons. He felt
Provision 2 was needed to counteract plea bargaining and the exclusionary
rule. Since,, by tabling the provision, committee members avoided the
issue, Parsons decided to force .a public showdown. He began negotiating
with other legislators, offering to support their favorite bills If they
would back the tabled pro vi. He asked the public to pressure
unsympathetic representatives. AB680 finally reached the top of the
Assembly's agenda, Parsons was ready.

The bill was read to the Assembly. Immediately, someone tried to
block Parsons by moving to close debate. This motion was defeated by a
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large majority. Parsons took the floor and Introduced a motion to amend
AB680 by reinserting the original Provision 2. A member from District 1

seconded. The long and often angry debate began.

1. Compare the Committee report above with the versions of AB680
recommended by Committees in your class. Which of these is your
district most likely to support?

o liave sods Committee read its report to the class. Compare and
contrast these wit/ each other and with the version In the text,
exembing any ***ant 'differences.

o Ask one student from each district to identify the report most
likely to satisfy his or her constituents. Ask others from the
district to respond to this dtbice.

2. In your personal opinion, which is the best version of AB680? If you
support a .vertion other than that,. passed by your Committee, what
could yoU have done during the session to insure a report more in
line with your .yiews?

o As students &cues this questioni have them identify their personal
perspectives about the -various reports and . ,,examine their
perforsonces (Imam the activity. Identify avenues. of improvemeht,
sad' as mere -1Crgunient; compromise and persistence: 'Note
and --0111r methods actual legislators use to achieve their
goals 'In a group context, Including party pressure and the
trade-offs of support POWs= uses In she text..

3. Since, according to Almemblyrules, each inember may only speak once
during a debate, legislators must choose their arguments carefully.
What one argument would you contribute to the debate over. thc
Parsons Amendment? Should convicted felons be punished for prior
arrests? Why or why not?

o The dam should identify a balanced sampling of arguments on
both sides of this question, Including/

o Yes. When a arrest does not result in a conviction, it's usually
because of a procedural error, not became the person is
innocent. Police rarely arrest innocent perms. Too many
felony arrests are plearborgalned down to moors or
thrown out of court by lenient judges; these escape routes
must he dosed. In practical terms 'the second conviction
probably means that the person was guilty of the first offense.
Though an kmacent person might be arrested mace by mistake,
We highly tmlikely that he or she would be arrested' twice by
mistake and then convicted by mistake. Most crimes are
committed by e relativily small number of people who, are
abadwo became the justice system is ks such bad shape at the
moment, arrest records are the best way of identifying these
people so they can be removed from society.

No. A person is innocent with proven guilty; an arrest is not
proof of guilt; therefore, people should not be punished for



arrests, even if they get Into trouble with the law more than
anon. The iambics mid easily hurt all large number of
Innocent The provision is unnecessary; sooner or later,
career will be convicted of two 'eludes and can be
punished under Revision 1. The provision is unconstftutional
and ultimately will be voided by the carts; passing it onip-
opens the State to eipensive lawsuits which it mill lose.

4. After a thorough airing of the issue, _the Speaker called the question:
"It Has been Moved and seconded that A13680 be amended to include
the language originally introduced as Provision 2. All in favor?" Still
acting as your district's representative, how would you vote on the
Parsons Amendment?

, r

o Take a dass vote on the Amendment

S. Though the', Assembly debated several other amendments; none' were
passed. Finally, it was time to consider the bill as a whole. "It has
been moved and seconded," announced the Speaker, "that this
Asse bly approve Bill 680. -Clerk, call the roll." Would you vote to
pass a defeat this bill?

o Ask a student to reed the entire bin aloud. If the dam passed
the Panama Amendment, be are to include tho original Provision 2.

o Then, have each student In turn stand, state the district he or she
represents and announce his or her vote. Use a class list or the'
blackboard to keep a tally of the votes. When the roll "has been
called, amain= the dedsion.

Nave students read "State's Law," page ill.

State's Law

Assume for a moment that the Assembly defeated the Parsons
Amendment and passed the Committee version' of AB680 intact. As
complex as the legislative process has been thus far, the bill is not yet a
la*. It still has several hurdles to face.

Like the federal government and all states but Nebraska, State's
legislature is bicameral (divided into two chambers). Usually, one body
passes a law and presents it to the other for approval. However, when
confronting issues of great pub& concern, the Senate and Assembly often
develop separate versions . of ,a law simultaneously As the Assembly
debated AB680, the Senate passed its own crime- bill, SB (Senate Bill) 112.

Though the two bills were surprisingly similar, SB112 did not apply to
juveniles. The Senate believed that putting young people in prison with
adults only increased the likelihood that they would become habitual
offenders. Because of this, the second provision of SB112 forbade. jailing
young people with adults and specifically exempted juveniles from
extended sentences for second convictions.

The Representatives and Senators appointed to the Joint Conference
Committee had a difficult time ironing out differences between AB680 and
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SB112. Both sides felt that juveniles greatly contributed to State's rising
crime rate, but neither acce;*ed the other's solution. Assemblypersons
wanted to remove criminals from society at an early age, before they
committed major crimes. Senators believed AB680's sanctions against
juveniles were ineffective and unfair.

This stalemati threatened the entire bill. To keep it afloat, the Joint
Conference Committee agreed to drop all mention of juveniles. The
subject .would be left open for future legislation. The bill reported out of
the Joint Committee was, in essence, 'the first provision of Parsons'
original proposal.

.Senate passage of the joint version was relatively easy, but many
Assembly members felt they had lost ground in the compromise. Though
Parsons denounced it as "gutless," recommending It be returned to
Committee, the bill squeaked through the Assembly by three votes.

Though he questioned. AB6110'S effect on State's overcrowded prisons,
Governor Stanford's initial reaction to the bill had been positive. By the
time It retched his desk, the governor was less enthusiastic. Public
response, measured in the letters and telegrams sent to the Executive
Office, was three to one against the measure. Many citizens asked the
Governor to stop the Diu on grounds that it was unfair or
unconstitutional. An equal number, however, seemed to feel it wasn't hard
enough on criminals. They too urged the Governor to exercise his veto.

After consulting with his staff, Governor Sanford decided that public
dissatisfaction with the law, for whatever reason, was too strong. He
vetoed the bill and returned it to the legislature. If Senators and
Assemblypersons were committed to the bill, they could override his veto,
an action requiring two-thirds of the members of each house. If they did
so, the Governor reasoned, the law would be their responsibility.

Discuss the following questions with your class.

Response and Responsibility

1. Legislative leaders are confident they can marshal the support to
overturn the Governor's decision. Will such a measure pass in the
Assembly? As a State representative, wok. 'd you vote to override the
veto?

o Take another class vote on this issue. in order to override, the
measure must pass by a two-thirds majority.

2. What do you think of State's process of making laws? Is it efficient?
Does it save or waste time, energy and money? Is it effective? Does
it proc.uce good, enforceable laws? Is it fair? Does It allow all
interested parties an appropriate voice in the proceedings?

o As students discuss this questien review States legislative process
and compare it with that used in your state.

3. Was Governor Sanford acting responsibly when he vetoed the bill?
Why or why not?
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o Indio diseussing this question, review the OXICUthe role in the
legislative process.

o The Governor was behaving responsibly by supporting the public%
espremed opinion. On the other hand, since he negated the
legislature's decision without offering an alternative, his decision
wasn't vary helpful.

4. How responsibly did you behave during the Committee session? During
the floor votes? Did you represent your district's majority
point.of.view? Did you assert your personal opinion? If there was a
conflict between these two perspectives, which did you support?

o As students discuss their performances, explore the choices of
twee who voted against their Personal opinion or constituents'
wishes. Teich perspective should take priority when there is a
conflict! bombes the two?

o Raise the issue of what constitutes responsible representation. How
responsive should representathes be? Are they leaders, fornsirqg
public opinion, or followers, obeying the public?

3. Many representatives complain that they are prey to ftoneissue"
voters. Such voters don't look at a legislator's total record but focus
on the stand taken on a single controversial subject such as abortion,
the death penalty, or minority rights. Do you think voters behave this
way? Is It fair? Why or why not?

6. In some states, through a legislative process called a referendum, the
general public can write its own laws. Proponents circulate a petition
about a law they'd like to see adopted or changed. If they get
enough signatures, the proposal is put on the ballot and the
electorate decides the issue. Is this more fair or efficient than
State's legislative process? Why or why not?

o Students should note that:

o Because the refereed= process is slow and umvieldy, it caark3
be used for more than a few laws each year.

o In a referendum, voters ean only approve or disapprove a law.
They cannot debate its content, change wording, offer
suggestions for improvement, etc.

o The referendum process is more directly democratic than a
legislature's process.

7. Today's decision about the override was the Assembly's final action
on AB680. As soon as thl session was over, representatives were
swamped with reporters. Prepare a brief statement for the press.
Explain what happened in the Assembly session. Justify the actions
you took or didn't take throughout the legislative process. State your
opinions about the results of today's vote. If used properly, the press
provides an excellent opportunity to communicate directly with the
voters in your district.

o This activity is intended as a homework assignment.
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unit 4

The Price of Protection

Overview

Lesson 1: Student Edition, page 20, Instructor's Manual, page 37

"Citizen Crimefighters"Reading about citizen participation in crime
control

"Police Participation"Classroom presentation Involving law
enforcement officer

Lesson 2: Student Edition, page 22, Instructor's Manual, page 61

"The Mayor's Speech"Reading about an executive effort to involve
citizens in crime control at the local level

"Groundwork"Activity in which students assess crime-control proposals
"Proposals for 108F Grants"

Lesson 3: Student Edition, page 24, Instructor's Manual, page 65

"The Reception"Role play about informal.political influence
"Executive Action" Debriefing discussion

This unit was designed to complement instruction about the executive
branch of governmint and/or government at the local level. Its goals are:

o To identify and assess several crime fighting activities in which
citizens can participate;

o To describe and demonstrate one aspect of fiscal decision-making
by the executive branch at the local level;

o To describe and demonstrate the lobbying process.

Obtactives

After completing Unit 4, students will be able tot

1. Recall and describe a minimum of three actions that citizens, waking
individually or in groups, can take to reduce crime in their
communities.

2. Identify and describe at least. one factor which should be considered
when allocating government money for a proposal or program.

3. State and defend a personal opinion about the best way citizens can
Involve themselves in crime-fighting efforts in their communities.

Preparation

o Students should read the section of their regular textbook which
explains local government and the power and structure of the
executive branch.
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o You will need:

o Sufficient copies of THE CRIME 9.1ESTION, °Student Edition,
for distribution to students in class.

o To arrange a classroom visit from a law enforcement officer.

o Blank name tags for all students and any other props to
enhance "The Reception" activity.

LESSON ONE

Lesson One indudes a dass discussion with a law enforcement officer
about the proper role of citizens ln alms control and preoentkm. In
preparation for that visit, have students read "Citizen Crimefighters?
pages 2041.

Citizen Crimefighters

TINA far, we've focused on the privileges and prerogatives we claim
frori) the government: our individual rights to fair treatment, our group
rights to security and safety. Yet all rights carry with them certain
obligations. Clearly', the government cannot stop. crime without some
cooperation on our part, but in what way should we help and to what
extent? As citizens, what are our responsibilities for crime control?

Common sense tells us that, et the least, citizens should report
crimes to the, police and cooperate if asked to aid an investigation or
testify in court. Realistically, though, even these basic obligations often
go unmet. In one survey, the U.S. Census Bureau discovered that half the
crimes committed in New York City were not logged with the police.
Two-thirds of the crime In Leos Angeles and Chicago went unreported. In
Philadelphia, police were told of only one crime in five..

A standard excuse, for not reporting a mugging or burglary is that
"the police can't do anything anyway." Why waste the time waiting for
officers to arrive and filing a report, the victim reasons, when the chance
of *Itching the thief is so slim? Other people simply mistrust the police
or the justice system. They've heard stories of rape victims subjected to
humiliating questions, or bereaved relatives watching in horror as a
Intifderer walks free on a technicality. Finally, many crimes may go
utteported because the victims and witnesses fear reprisal. Street gangs
and organized syndicates have long played on this fear to great advantage.

To address the problem, many communities have started "Crime
Hotlines." A citizen with information about illegal activity can call a
well-publicized phone number. The informant is given a code number to
protect his or her identity and the information is passed on to police. If
it leads to an arrest or conviction, the informant may be rewarded. As a
variation, a local T.V. station or newspaper publicizes a "Crime of the
Week" and offers to similarly protect or reward informants who can solve
that crime.

The right to confront an accuser is one of our basic legal beliefs.
Because of this, anonymous tips cannot be used in court unless the
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informant is willing to go public. Still, secret Information can guide police
to evidence which might lead to arrest and conviction. To many people,
programs which protect witnesses' identities are a practical way of
overcoming very real fears. Others are not comfortable with secret
accusations which, even if. only used by police; might lead to false or
malicious charges.

Cooperation with law enforcement is a primary step. Is it enough?
Some citizens have taken a more active role by learning to protect
themselves from criminal attack. Self-defense and martial arts courses are
increasingly popular. Some people equip themselves with mace, a disabling
gas that, in several states, one must be trained and licensed to carry.
Others buy guns.

In the gun control debate, those who support continued.easy access
tc weapons use the need for personal protection as a key argumeht. A
monthly, column in the National Rifle Association magazine makes heroes
and heroines of people who shoot attackers. The brochure for a firearm
class offered by Solutions, Inc., of New Orleans, states that learning -to
shoot is "a skill for our time." "The last thing on my mind is to kill," said
one graduate, "but if I have to, I will."

Fear of violent crime is a real factor in American life. A recent
Gallup poll found that 43% of us were afraid to walk alone at night.
Three-quarters of the public believed criminals were more violent than
five years before. Unfortunately,, when coupled with the wrong kind of
citizen action, this fear can produce dangerous and deadly results.

Vigilantes are people acting under no authority but their own will
who accuse, capture and often punish other people. This type of citizen
Intervention is woven through America's history. During the Revolutionary
War, people loyal to 'the English crown were regularly lynched as
criminals and traitors. In fact, the word lynch, which means to hang
someone without the usual forMalities, comes from the name of a
Virginian, Colonel Charles Lynch, who masterminded a particidarly bloody
vigilante outbreak in the 1770s.

Some historians differentiate between destructive and constructive
vigilante movements. The Regulator-Moderator War is a 'good example of
destructive vigilantism. In 1840, when Texas was an independent country,
Shelby County was plagued by horse and slave thiets, counterfeiters,
murderers and a corrupt government. A group of vigilantes called
Regulators organized to cope with these problems. Taking his r_ ole
seriously, their leader wore a military uniform.

The Regulators were rapidly infiltrated by criminals. Soon an opposing
group, the Moderators, was formed. They too were quickly corrupted. The
original reason for forming .these groups was all but forgotten in the feud
which developed between them. In 1844, the patterns of vengeance and
excessive violence erupted in an all-out battle. Finally, the Lone Star
Republic army marched into Shelby to stop the violence.

Groups formed in response to a specific outburst of criminal activity
which moved quickly to restore order and then disband are labeled
constructive. Another Texan incident demonstrates this category.
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3ohnson County cattle ranchers, used to grazing their herds on the
open range,' resented an influx ,,Of fence-building homesteaders. In 1892,
after accusiffg the settlers oftling, the ranchers Imported a trainload
of heavily armed gun fighters. Though supposedly hired to protect the
herds,, the gunmen quickly went to work at their real job and murdered
two settlers. Outraged, the homesteaders formed a Regulator group,
rounded up the invaders and held them until federal troops arrived.

. Constructive vigilante acts, however, are few end far between.
Though disguised as means of assuring law, order and justice, many cases
of historical vigilantism were, at root, motivated by racial, ethnic or
political prejudice. The famous San Francisco Vigilance Committee of the
1830s was formed to combat a corrupt city government primarily kept in
power by poor Irish Catholic workers.' As a result, the merchants who
joined the Committee showed little mercy to people who were Irish,
Catholic or unskilled workers. Affected by the ethnic tension in Los
Angeles in 1871, civic leaders used the hunt for a white man's murderer
as an excuse to hang 19 innocent Chinese. In the southern states between
1882 and 1903, there were ;,983 documented lynchings of black men.
That's at least one death every four days.

On the whole, civilian crime fighting groups are much 4ss violent
today. Stories about angry neighbors: tracking down and beating a child
molester still occasionally make the headlines. Far more common, however,
are reports of, citizens organizing to protect their neighborhoods with
watch programs or community patrols.

One such association is the Guardian Angels. Founded in 1979 by
Curtis Sliwa, a high school dropct in his early twenties, this group of
about one thousand young people nightly patrols the streets and subways
of New York City unarmed. Often, their presence Mena is enough to
instill security and prevent crime. All Angels, however, are trained in the
martial arts and will intervene if .they° see is mugging or rape in progress.
The group, which Is widely accepted by New Yorkers, claimed credit for
over 100 citizen arrests In its first two years of operation. In 1981, their
volunteer approach to crime control was expanded to several other
eastern cities and Los Angeles with mixed results.

Affluent communities often rely on hired security forces rather than
volunteers. The patrol cars of private guard companies, frequently staffed
with armed personnel, are a fairly common sight in wealthier suburbs
across the country. Many neighborhoods, however, depend entirely on their
own resources to staff anti-crime efforts. Such Programs are Called
neighborhood watches.

Typically, neighborhor i watches are organized to prevent burglaries.
Area residents meet with police to discuss burglars' tactics and specific
ways to safeguard their homes. They learn to recognize suspicious
behaviors and build networks for reporting criminal activity. As neighbors
accept responsibility for watching each others' homes as well as

protecting their own, successful burglaries become more rare. A
well- organized neighborhood watch program In Detroit reduced burglaries
by 62% and cut the total number of all crimes in 1111f,

Locking ,cars and homes, avoiding crime-prone areas and otherwise
limiting criminal opportunities are all positive steps people can take to
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prevent crime. Cooperation with law enforcement is clearly another
critical factor. Individuals and groups who learn to protect themselves or
guard others may also help. By virtue of our form of government,
however, Americans must accept a broader responsibility for fighting
crime. To attack crime at its roots, to identify and eliminate Its causes,
full and active citizen participation in'the democratic process is necessary.

The discussion with a law enlacement officer outlined in "Police
Perspective" will give students a practical complement to the information
in the text. General information about the we of resource people is
provided on page xi MIL If you wish, have students main the necessary
arrangements. The officer should be specifies* requested to make a brief
presentatkei about local programs which involve dtbriens in crime
prevention and to participate a class discoidal's. You may want to give
the officer a copy of the questions listed below in advisee.

Police Perspective

Law enforcc...sent agencies, not private citizens, hold the primary
responsibility for crime control in our society. Find out what the officers
in your community think about citizen anti-crime efforts by inviting one
to speak to your class. Ask the officer to identify the crime problem in
your area and describe any programs which enlist civilian help in fighting
crime. After the officer's presentation, ask him or her to discuss the
following questions.

1. Some people don't report crimes for fear of what might happen to
them if they get involved. What actually does happen to witnesses
and victims when police arrive on the scene of a crime? What usually
happens to them at the station? In court?

2. In general, do you find that witnesses and victims cooperate with
police? What can be done to increase such cooperation?

3. Law enforcement agencies often receive large numbers of unnecessary
or inappropriate phone calls. When should a person call the police?
What criteria does your department use to decide which calls it will
respond to first?

4. Does your department encourage civilians to take self-defense
courses? To learn how to use mace or other weapons? Why or why
not?

5. In your opinion, are there circumstances in which citizens should
intervene to stop criminal activity? If so, what?

6. What kinds of citizen cooperation and assistance would your
department most appreciate? How and to what extent should citizens
get involved in fighting crime?

LESSON TWO

In Lessons Two and Three. students will examine six proposals to
Involve cidaens In the fight against crime and take part in a role play
which demonstrates lobbying and administrative decisionsidting. Begin by
tombs students read "The Mayor's Speech," page 22.
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The Mayor's Speech

(Transcription of a speech delivered at ,the Lancaster Business Club's
monthly breakfast meeting.)

Eleven years ago, when my administration took office, Lancaster
seemed a peaceful little town, almoit boring. We had a stable
populationlittle growth, little change. Those of us Who grew up here
seemed quite satisfied with our lives. But behind that placid exterior
lurked a number of real problemsproblems we thought only affected
other, bigger cities, problems like economic stagnation and urban decay.

I'm pleased to report that Lancaster is bustling today. Our population
is again growing. Our standard of living is going up. In the last year
alone, we've attracted three new major industries, each bringing money
and jobs to our city. While it would be nice to attribute these successes
entirely to my administration, the. facts just don't support that claim.
Each and every member of ,our community has worked hard to bring about
this turnaround and we all deserve to share the applause.

But while we're congratulating each other, it would be wise to
remember that Lancaster still faces a number of problems. There is no
need to ask which now poses the greatest threat. Each and every one of
you has felt its effects. Some of you are spending fortunes replacing
locks and broken windows. Others can no longer get theft or fire
insurance. We all experience the atmosphere of tension. I dare not
mention the other coststhe deeply personal lossesthat some of you
have had to bear:

I am speaking, of course, abbu$ our increasing troubles with Crime. In
the past six months, "Lancaster police have logged 104 robberies, 142
assaults, 23 rapes and 3 murders. Ladies and gentlemen, from last year to
this, crime in our city has increased 37%.

Downtown's been ,hit, the hardest. After dark, our business 'district is
almost as dangerous Is a- New._ York subway. Our residential areas aren't
much safer. Do you know that four of our homes are burglarized each'and
every day?

Before I continue, let me make one thing perfectly clear. Lancaster
is committed' to solving this problem democratically. Our courts are
Strong. Our laws are good. Our justice system is one of the best in the
world. The problem does not lie there. Let me be blunt, ladies and
gentlemen. The root of our crime problem is that we can't catch all the
criminals.

I do not, by this remark, intend to disparage our police. They are
performing exceptionally well in spite of their difficult, often impossible
task. There is no point in even discussing blame. Our task is, rather, to
find a solution.

Fortunately, we are not alone. Many other communities around the
country face this same difficulty. The federal government has responded
with a new program, called 108F. Under this program, we will get $70,000

a year in federal monies to be spent entirely on community crime control.
In today's economy, that isn't much. But it is a start.
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I urgently solicit your suggestions about how these funds should be
spent. I'm handing out copies of the six proposals we're considering. What
do you think of them? Please, drop by my office any time to discuss your
opinions. I remind you that we solved our economic problems by working
with each other. If we all stick together, Lancaster can lick this one, too.

Select a oMdent to play the Mayor. (If you wish, have the claws elect
this person or take the role yourself.) The Mayor should then choose five
other students to act as his/her staff. have this group read and complete
their *Groundwork, instructions en page 23. (You may want each obit
member to take a specific roles Police Liaison, Fiscal Manager, Media
C.onsultsint, Campaign Manager and Liaison with the Downtown Business
Community. if' se, .assign these roles a few daps in edam= so students
can rewards their functions.).

Divide the rest of the days into she groups of approadinately equal
size and assign each In identity@ Lancaster Police Protection League,
Lancaster Chamber of Commerce, Urban Youth Association, Neighborhood
Watch Coalitiom, Citizens for Public Safety and Charnel 14 T.V. Station.
Ask these groups to read and complete the ' Sponsoring Groupe'.
Instructions, page 23 of the *Groundwork" section.

Proposals for 108F Grants

program #1: . Police Aides

i/PSponsoring Groups Lancaster Police Protection League
j Cost: $36,400

Through this program, the Protection League will provide each team of
police officers patioling the -downtown area wiSh one half-time assistrint
for six months. Aides will be students of police science or public
administration at local colleges. They will help with secretarial , work,
freeing officers to spend more time on patrol. The budget Includes
administration costs and money for aides' salaries. It will buy about 6,000
hours of patrol time.

Program 02: Force One Security Patrol
Sponsoring Groups Lancaster Chamber of Commerce,
Costs $48,360

This program, will provide a two-person 'private security patrol In the
downtown business district during non-business hours (from 5:00 p.m. to
8:00 a.m. on workdays and 24 hours .a day on weekends). The Force One
Security Agency will hire and equip the patrols. The budget Includes
salaries, expenses and transportation costs for six months.

Program #3: Self-Defense Classes

Sponsoring Group: Urban Youth Association
Cost: $13,300

This one-year program will provide free lessons in karate and other forms
of self-defense to Lancaster residents. Budget includes instructor's fee
and classroom rental for four lessons a week for one
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year. The Urban Youth Association will publicize availability of lessons at
no cost.

Program #4: Crime Prevention Seminars

Sponsoring Group: Neighborhood Watch Coalition
Cost: $22,323

The Coalition will sponsor two two-hour crime. prevention classes each
week for one year. Conducted by police officers, these classes will be
open to the general public free of charge. Discussions will focus on
techniques that private citizens can. use to reduce criminal opportunity.
Budget includes officers' salaries, publicity expenses and money to print
booklets tc be used in the seminars.

Program. #5s

Sponsoring Group:
Cost:

Citizenwatch

Citizens for Public Safety
$11,350

Budget will buy equipment for Citizenwatch, a group of volunteers who
patrol downtown commercial and high-income residential areas at night. In
the past six months, this group has captured. 46 suspects. Because of the
group's methods, however, only half were caught with enough evidence to
warrant a trial. The budget will buy 40 citizens band radios and 20
walkie-talkies to improve communications between patrols and the Police
Department. This should result in more convictions, since police officers
will be able to get to the' scene before CPS members have unwittingly
destroyed evidence. 4

Program #6:

Sponsoring Groups
Cost:

This one-year program
in reward money for a
coded and information
will be $49,910, but
privately.

Groundwork

Crimestope Hotline

Channel 14 T.V. Station
$24,933

will provide a 24-hour telephone line and $25,000
secret witness program. Informant identities will be
relayed to police for further action. Total budget
Channel 14 has offered to/ raise half the money/

Sponsoring Groups

In the next few days, the Mayor and his staff will allocate, or
"divide up," the federal I OSF money. As a member of a Sponsoring Group,
you would like to make certain that at least part of that money is spent
funding your proposal. How can you convince those In power to support
your choice?

1. Carefully read through your proposal. What are its good points?

o Why will it help solve Lancaster's crime problem?
o Why is it a bargain or "money well spent"?
o What segments of the community will it serve? Why are these

interests( important?
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V

Select the three arguments which best promote your proposal and
Write them down.

2. Next, discuss each of the other proposals. Why shouldn't they be
funded? Pick the best argument sigainst each propoiii7rad to your
list.

3. Finally, create a slogan«a . simple statement which clearly expresses
your positionfor your group.

Mayor's Staff

As a member of the Mayor's administrative staff, you research issues,
make recommendations about city policy and help the Mayor handle the
public. Because staff backgrounds and opinions vary widely, the Ma*
often meets with you to hash ait'important Issues.

The Mayor now wants your' advice about how to allocate the federal
anti-crime money. Which of the proposals are most deserving? Read
through the list on pages 22-23. Working with your group, rate them
according td:

o Effectiveness. Which programs will help solve Lancaster's crime
problem? Assign each' a number from 1 (best idea) to 6 (worst
idea).

o Value. Assign each a number from I (most delivered for the least
amount of money) to 6 (least delivered for the most money).

Police Aides
Force One Security Patrol
Self-Defense Classes
Crime Prevention Seminars
Citizenwatch
Crimescope Hotline

Effectiveness Value

LESSON num

The "Reception" activity simulates informal political processes, and
explores how community government is influenced by special interests. You
may want to ask students to bring' appropriate props far instance,
refreshmentsto dies.

Begin by asking a spokesperson from each Sponsoring Group to
introduce its members, state its slogan, and briefly describe the proposal
it supports. Have the ilk* and his/her staff introduce themselves. Give
each student a name tag to fill out and wear during the activity so that
others can easily identify his or her group affiliation.

After these introductions, have students meet in their groups and
Complete the appropriate instructions listed under The Reception," page
24.



The Reception

Sponsoring, Groups

This morning, you heard a rumor that the federal governmenst is
pressing for a quick decision about the 101IF money. The Mayor and
his/her staff will make a final decision by the end of the day. If you
want to influence- that decision, you must act quickly.

At noon today, the City of . Lancaster is opening a new recreation
center at Plummer Park in the downtown area. After the dedicition
ceremony,

at
public has been invited to a -reception which everyone from

the Mayor's office will attend. This reception may be your last chance.

Your goal at the reception is to convince the Mayor and his/her staff
that your propose should be funded. To do this:

o Present your best arguments.
o Keep your pitch brief and to the point.
o Ask for a firm commitment in support of your proposal.

Time at the reception is Ibnitede Before it begins, plan your strategy.

o Should t you concentrate on presenting the reasons why your
proposal is best? Or on attacking the other proposals?

o Should everyone in the group talk with as many staff members
they can Or should each group member, focus on a different
person?

Remember, this is a social occasion. Bad manners and overly
aggressive behavior may prejudice staff against you. Avoid arguing or
interrupting conversations. See how subtle yoti can be.

Mayor's Staff

Though you've ranked the proposals, you haven't yet allocated the
$70,000. Should you spend that money on the one or two most effective
programs? Or should you fund several less expensive ones? Will the
proposals you rated highly serve a broad range of community interests?
Should you fund programs which will help only one s&gment of the
population ?;

This morning, the Mayor received a phone call from the U.S.
Department of Justice. They want Lancaster's 108F budget immediately.
You must make a final decision by the end of the' day.

At noon, the City is opening a new recreation center at Plummer
Park in the downtown area. For political reasons, you must all attend the
public reception which will be held immediately after the ceremony.
However, the Mayor has asked you to stay for only fifteen minutes and
then meet to finalize your decision about the anti-crime proposals.

Information about the federal demand for a quick decision has been
leaked to citizen activists. Since many are likely to attend the reception,
take this opportunity to
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o Give feedback. Inform citizens of the concerns about their
proposals raised during the step discussion. Ask them to respond
to these concerns by giving "foil arguments to take to the next
staff meeting. Communicating with people will keep them involved
and insure their support.

o Speak to people from as many groups as possible. Those vying for
your attention may resent your spending too much time with any
We person or group.

o Make friends for the Mayor. Remember, this is a political
function`. Be, polite,. listen carefully, but don't make any promises
you can't keep. If you back out of a commitment, the Mayor may
lose votes.

When' groups have &oed their Instructions, begin the role play. At
the end of the ratted 13 minutes, remind the Mayor to end the reception
and assemble Mdaser staff at the trent -of the class for their meeting.
Students from -Sponsoring Groups should observe this meeting but may not
partidpate.

Tell the Mayor's staff gray that it is now time to allocate the
federal money. They can fund as many or as few proposab as they like,
but the total award ammot Mimed $70,000. Each staff member in tom
should identify and explain .1110 or her recommendations. Staff should feel
free to comment upon and ohalionge each others' choices. The Mayor
should both di* the meeting and participate in the discussion. When it is
complete, the Maya' should make a final decision and write it on the
board.

Executive Action

1. Examine the. Mayor's choifes. Do they serve a broad range of
community interests? Is the federal money "well spent"? If your own
mayor or city manager made a similar decision, would you support it?
Why or why not?

o Discuss the Mayor's selection according to the above criteria.

2. The Lancaster City Council can, by a two-thirds majority, veto the
Mayor's budgetary decisions. If you disagreed with the Mayor's
allocation, what further action could you take? In your community,
what can ,citizens do if they disagree with thee mayor or city
manager's decisions?

o In Lancaster, demos could lobby the city council persons, speak
at council meetings, etc.

o Discuss this qoestion as it applies to yew community.

3. Is the process by which the Mayor's office made a decision about
108F funding lair? Why or why not?

o Yes, it's fair. People had a chance to give some input. The Mayor
and his staff have to take responsibility for the final decision. It
does reflect the feelings of some of the people. It's a necessary
compromise.
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No, it's not fair. It was made by nonieleeted representatives. It's
a "behind dosed doors' decision. it depends too muds on the
bulividual Odes' feelings: the lobbying process is too Minna'.
People without access to .staff members cannot get dusk views
1101'01111.

4. In this role play, you experienced executive bureaucracy in action.
How well do you think it works? Did the Mayor's staff do enough to
promote citizens' recommendations? How could they be made more
accountable to the public?

o As they diocese, this question, students should note that, when
selecting someone to fill eny executive office, voters elect not
only a candidate but his or her staff.

o If you wish, use this opportunity to discuss civil service employees
as well us executive staff employees.

3. The amount of influence a special interest group wields is determined.
by many factors. Somefor instance, members' presentation
skillswere probably observed during "The Reception" activity. Which
Sponsoring Groups were most successful during the activity?, .Why?

What other factors . might make certain special interest groups more
,successful than others?

Examine the final allocatkin to determine which Sponsoring Groups
were most successful. With Input from both citizens and staff,
(lbws* each group's behavior during the simulation. Were the
successful groups more cooperative, mare aggresdve, more polite?
Why were their arguments more convincing?

o Some factors (not addressed during the. role play) which contribute
to the success of a special interest group wet

o The amount of money it Is able to 'spend, either to influence
the public or to 'Vine and dine" government officials.

o The number of votes or potential votes it an control, for
instance, its representation of a potential political bloc such as
women, senior dtizens or a specific ethnic groups

o Its representation of an Industry or labor
important to the local, state or national ee

o Its abUity to use the media to its own advantage.

o Members' personal friendeldps, business or familial
with government officials.

o The group's actual representation of the public's expressed
opinkm

Encourage a discussion of whether or not students think special
interest groups shadd be able to inert more influelice became of
each of the identified factors. Be sure both sides of this biiihe are
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aired. For interne, if a group is not allowed to protect its own
interests to the best of Its abilities, who will? On the other hand,
is it fair that a small but wealthy group is more able to exert
loformal Influence than a poorer of similar sine? Further, is
there a afferent* between interest groups volume pow Is
based on their wealth and those whose power comes from a
broadly-blued membership? if so, what Is it?

o Fite*, if students feel that 'pedal interest grot..0. exert tn
unfair amount of influence, ask them what rules or laws they
would establish to rectify the situation without denying citbens,
as indivkluals or in groups, adequate and appropriate representation.


